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As we are entering the era of real-world small quantum computers, finding applications for these
limited devices is a key challenge. In this vein, it was recently shown that a hybrid classical-
quantum method can help provide polynomial speed-ups to classical divide-and-conquer algorithms,
even when only given access to a quantum computer much smaller than the problem itself. In this
work we study the hybrid divide-and-conquer method in the context of tree search algorithms, and
extend it by including quantum backtracking, which allows better results than previous Grover-based
methods. Further, we provide general criteria for polynomial speed-ups in the tree search context,
and provide a number of examples where polynomial speed ups, using arbitrarily smaller quantum
computers, can still be obtained. This study possible speed-ups for the well known algorithm of
DPLL and prove threshold-free speed-ups for the tree search subroutines of the so-called PPSZ
algorithm – which is the core of the fastest exact Boolean satisfiability solver – for certain classes
of formulas. We also provide a simple example where speed-ups can be obtained in an algorithm-
independent fashion, under certain well-studied complexity-theoretical assumptions. Finally, we
briefly discuss the fundamental limitations of hybrid methods in providing speed-ups for larger
problems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Years of progress in experimental quantum physics
have now brought us to the verge of real-world quan-
tum computers. These devices will, however, for the near
term remain quite limited in a number of ways, includ-
ing fidelities, architectures, decoherence times, and, total
qubit numbers. Each of the constraints places challenges
on the quantum algorithm designer. Specifically the lim-
itation on qubit count – which is the focus of this work
–motivates the search for space-efficient quantum algo-
rithms, and the development of new methods which allow
us to beneficially apply smaller devices.

In recent works, an approach to extend the applica-
bility of smaller devices was proposed in the context of
divide-and-conquer algorithmic strategies [1, 2] where a
hybrid divide-and-conquer scheme was introduced. This
method exploits the pre-specified sub-division of prob-
lems in such algorithms, and delegates the work to
the quantum machine when the instances become small
enough. This regular structure also allowed for analytic
expressions for the asymptotic run-times of hybrid algo-
rithms.

The hybrid divide-and-conquer method was applied to
two cases of divide and conquer algorithms, that of deran-
domized Schöning’s algorithm for solving Boolean satisfi-
ability [2], and to the problem of finding Hamilton cycles
on cubic graphs [1]. These schemes achieved asymptotic
polynomial speedups given a quantum computer of only
fractional size to the instance size, so of size m = κn.
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Interestingly, these speed-ups are obtainable for all frac-
tions κ, i.e. the improvements are threshold free.

The space efficiency of the quantum subroutines was
identified as a key criterion for determining whether
threshold-free speed-ups, as one may expect.

In these works, the quantum algorithmic backbone was
Grover’s search, which is space-frugal, but known to be
sub-optimal for the cases when the underlying search
spaces, the search trees, are not complete nor uniform.
To obtain speedup in these cases, more involved quan-
tum search techniques, namely quantum backtracking [3],
need to be employed. However, until this work, it was not
clear how the space demands of quantum backtracking
would influence the applicability of the hybrid approach.

Here, we resolve this issue, and investigate the gen-
eralizations of the hybrid divide-and-conquer scheme
from the perspective of algorithms which reduce to tree
search, in particular, backtracking algorithms. Our ap-
proach is then applied to the two of the arguably best
known algorithms for Boolean satisfiability: the algo-
rithm of Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland (DPLL) al-
gorithm [4] (which is still the backbone of many heuris-
tic real-world SAT solvers) and the Paturi-Pudlák-Saks-
Zane (PPSZ) algorithm (which is the backbone of the
best-known exact SAT solver).

The main contributions of this work are summarized
as follows:

• We analyze the hybrid divide-and-conquer scheme
from the perspective of search trees and provide
very general criteria which can ensure polynomial-
time speed-ups over classical algorithms (Sec-
tion III). We also consider the limitations of the
scheme in the context of online classical algorithms,
which terminate as soon as a result is found.

• We demonstrate that quantum backtracking meth-
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ods can be employed in a hybrid scheme. This
implies an improvement over the previous hybrid
algorithm for Hamilton cycles on degree 3 graphs.
While the performance of Grover’s search and the
quantum backtracking algorithm have been com-
pared in the context of the k-SAT problem, with
hardware limitations in mind [6], this is the first
time that the hybrid method and quantum back-
tracking is combined.

• We exhibit the first, and very simple example of an
algorithm-independent provable hybrid speed-up,
under well-studied complexity-theoretic assump-
tions.

• We study a number of settings from the search tree
structure and provide all algorithmic elements re-
quired for space-efficient quantum hybrid enhance-
ments of DPLL and PPSZ; specially for the case
of PPSZ tree search, we demonstrate a threshold-
free hybrid speed-up for a class of formulas, includ-
ing settings where our methods likely beat not just
PPSZ tree search but any classical algorithm.

• Provide a brief discussion of the fundamental limi-
tations of our and related hybrid methods.

To achieve the above results, we provide space and
time-efficient quantum versions of various subroutines
specific to these algorithms, but also of routines which
may be of independent interest. This includes a simple
yet exponentially more space efficient implementation of
the phase estimation step in quantum backtracking, over
the direct implementation [5].

We point out that while our results do not imply guar-
anteed threshold-free speed-ups for all DPLL and PPSZ
runs threshold-free, they do provide the first steps in that
direction by provable speed-ups in a number of fully char-
acterized cases.

The structure of the paper is as follows. The back-
ground material is discussed in section II. This section
lays the groundwork for hybrid algorithms from a search
tree perspective, by elaborating on how backtracking de-
fines those trees. Section III then introduces a tree de-
composition which defines our hybrid strategy, i.e. from
what points in the search tree the quantum computer
will be “turned on”, and analyzes their impact. In
Section III B, we discuss sufficient criteria for attain-
ing speedups with both Grover-based search and quan-
tum backtracking over the original classical algorithms,
including online algorithms. Section IV provides con-
crete examples of algorithms and problem classes where
threshold-free, and algorithm independent speed-ups can
be obtained. Finally, in Section V, we discuss the poten-
tial and limitations of hybrid approaches for the DPLL
algorithm, also in the more practical case when all run-
times are restricted to polynomial. This section also
briefly addresses the question of the limits of possible
speed-ups in any hybrid setting. The appendix collects

all our more technical results, and some of the back-
ground frameworks.

II. BACKGROUND

This section introduces backtracking in a way that fa-
cilitates both the design and analysis of our hybrid al-
gorithms. It then discusses two exact algorithms for
SAT, which can both be implemented using backtracking:
DPLL and PPSZ. While DPLL performs better heuristi-
cally (on many instances), PPSZ-based algorithms pro-
vide the best worst-case runtime guarantee at the time
of writing [7]. The section ends with an explanation of
the hybrid divide-and-conquer method.

A. Backtracking, search trees, and SAT

Backtracking is an algorithmic method which can be
applied to many problems which involve a notion of a
(combinatorial) search space (e.g. all length n bit strings)
within which a solution (e.g. a string satisfying some set
of constraints) can be found. The essential benefit of
the method is its ability to greatly prune search spaces
for many practical instances [8]. Critical for backtrack-
ing is that, in certain cases, partial candidate-solutions
(e.g. strings where only some of the n-bits are set, and
others are unspecified) can be used to determine that no
valid solution can be found matching the given partial
assignment.

The space of all partial solutions can generally be or-
ganized in a tree structure. And the basic idea in back-
tracking is to incrementally build solutions (going deeper
in the tree), and giving up on the search in a given branch
as soon as a partial candidate violates the desired con-
straints; at this instance, the algorithm “backtracks” and
explores other branches, reducing the space which will be
searched over. Backtracking is, for our purposes, best ex-
emplified on the problem of Boolean satisfiability (SAT).
Before we discuss backtracking for SAT, we introduce
SAT in more detail.

1. Satisfiability

The Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT) is the con-
straint satisfaction problem of determining whether a
given Boolean formula F : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} in conjunc-
tive normal form (CNF) has a satisfying assignment, i.e. a
bit string y such that F (y) = 1. A CNF formula is a con-
junction (logical ‘and’) of disjunctions (logical ‘or’) over
variables or their negations (jointly called literals). For
ease of manipulation, CNF formulas are viewed as a set
of clauses (a conjunction), where each clause is a set of k
literals (a disjunction), with positive or negative polarity
(i.e. a Boolean atom x, or its negation x̄). In the k-SAT
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problem, the formula F is a k-CNF formula, meaning
that all the clauses have k literals.1

It is well known that solving SAT for 3-CNF formulas
(3-SAT) is an NP-compete problem. As a canonical prob-
lem, it is highly relevant both in computer science [8] and
outside, e.g.,finding ground energies of classical systems
can often reduced to SAT (see e.g. [9]).

Since it is a disjunction, a clause C ∈ F evaluates to
true (1) on a (partial) assignment ~x, i.e, |= C~x, if at least
one of the literals in C attains the value true (1) according
to ~x. A formula F evaluates to true on an assignment ~x,
i.e. |= F~x, if all its clauses evaluate to true on this partial
assignment. Note that to determine the formula evalu-
ates to true on some (partial) assignment, the assignment
has to fix of at least one variable per clause of F , i.e. the
assignment should be linear in the number of variables.
On the other hand, a formula can evaluate to false (0)
on very sparse partial assignments: it suffices that the
given partial assignment renders any of the clauses false
by setting k variables, i.e. a constant amount. In such
a case, we will say the partial assignment establishes a
contradiction. This is the equivalent of saying that the
constraint formula is inconsistent.

We can equate a formula with its set of clauses, and
we will say a formula F is a sub-formula of G if the set
of clauses of F is a subset of the set of clauses of G.
Formulas can be restricted by setting some of the val-
ues. Given a partial assignment ~x,2 with F|~x we denote
the formula obtained by setting the variables in F to the
values specified in the partial assignment. For CNF for-
mulas this means the following: for an assigned variable
xj , for every clause of F where xj appears as a literal (of
some polarity), and the setting of xj renders the corre-
sponding literal true, that clause is dropped in F|~x. For
every clause of F where xj appears as a literal (of some
polarity), and the setting of xj renders the corresponding
literal false, that literal is removed from the correspond-
ing clause.

We will call such formulas, where some variables have
been fixed (F|~x), restricted formula, and say that F|~x is a
restriction of F by the partial assignment ~x. We will also
use a similar notation for setting literals to true. Given a
literal l ∈ {xi, x̄i} we write F|l for the restricted formula
given by F with the value of the variable xi set such as
to render l true.

Syntactically, an assignment ~x that establishes a con-
tradiction introduces an empty clause, i.e. ∅ ∈ F|~x,
whereas a satisfying assignment ~y yields an empty for-
mula, i.e. F|~y = ∅.

1 Without loss of generality, we will allow that the formula has
clauses with fewer literals, but assume that at least one clause
has k literals, and no clauses have more.

2 Here we imagine ~x to either be a set of pairs of variables, with
a chosen assignment, or, a sequence of n elements in the set
{0, 1, ∗}, where ∗ means the corresponding variable is not as-
signed. The exact model to represent partial objects is not rele-
vant for the moment.

2. Backtracking for SAT

The notion of partial assignments naturally leads to
backtracking algorithms for SAT. The search tree of such
an algorithm is most often a tree graph, where the ver-
tices of the graph are partial assignments, the root of the
tree is the “empty” partial assignment, and the leaves
are either full assignments, or partial assignments where
it can already be established that the formula cannot be
satisfied in that branch (e.g. by establishing a contradic-
tion).

We highlight a duality between partial assignments ~x
and corresponding restricted formulas F|~x – instead of
defining the tree in terms of partial assignments, one can
define it in terms of restricted formulas, and we will of-
ten use this duality as storing partial assignments for a
fixed formula requires less memory than storing a whole
restricted formula. This duality is also important as it
allows us to see backtracking algorithms as divide-and-
conquer algorithms: each vertex in a search tree – the
restricted formula F|~x – corresponds to a restriction of
the initial problem, and children in turn correspond to
smaller instances where one additional variable is re-
stricted. The leaves of the tree consist of empty for-
mulas, corresponding to satisfying assignments, and for-
mulas containing an empty clause, corresponding to as-
signments that establish a contradiction (an empty con-
junction is vacuously true and an empty disjunction is
vacuously false). Consequently backtracking algorithms
can often be neatly rewritten in a recursive form.

Backtracking-based SAT algorithms differ in how the
search tree is defined, but generically, they contain a
number of elements, all of which fix how the children of a
partial assignment are selected, and how contradictions
are established.

Ingredients of backtracking algorithms for SAT The
key elements for backtracking for SAT are: a resolution
rule for simplifying the formula, the branching heuristic
for choosing which variable to branch on, and a search
predicate for deciding whether a tree node is a solution,
i.e. a satisfying assignment.

A reduction rule decides, given a (restricted) formula
F , and its variable x, whether x can be forced (or im-
plied), or whether it has to be guessed. Given unlimited
resources, the variable could always be forced (e.g. by
finding a solution and reading out the value of x), but in
practice, we rely on polynomial-time routines which can
determine how to force a variable only in special cases.
If the algorithm (reduction rule) cannot determine the
value, x is guessed. In the context of search trees, given
a partial assignment (vertex) ~x, and a choice of a free
variable x, the reduction rule determines whether a node
gets two children (guessed) or a single (implied) child.
The search predicate, explained below, decides whether
tree nodes have 0 variables or not.

The branching heuristic decides the choice of the next
branching variable xi, as most algorithms branch only
on one. In literature, this rule is often called the branch-
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ing heuristic, as the right choice can dramatically reduce
the search space size, yet finding optimal choices in this
sense is for many algorithms also known to be NP-hard
itself [10]. Hence heuristic methods are employed. Simi-
larly, although arguably of lesser importance, there exist
polarity heuristics for prioritizing between the positive
branch F|x and the negative branch F|x̄ at a node la-
beled with F . We do not consider polarity heuristics in
our backtracking framework.

Finally, the search predicate P (~x) decides whether
search tree node labeled ~x is inconsistent, i.e. P (~x) = 0,
a success, when P (~x) = 1. To exemplify again in the case
of SAT, the search predicate is simply the evaluation of
the formula on a (partial) assignment; or in case nodes
are labeled with restricted formulas, it simply checks for
an empty formula or clause. The search predicate is de-
fined on inner nodes as well to separate concerns by alle-
viating the reduction rule from having to decide success:
When P (~x) /∈ {0, 1} the node is a non-leaf. The reduc-
tion rule can now safely only decide whether a variable
is forced or guessed, yielding one or two children respec-
tively. This design, through separating concerns, later
simplifies our task of designing low-space quantum algo-
rithms (circuits), which are crucial for hybrid algorithms.

To apply our approaches, it is useful to note that the
branching heuristic and the reduction rules specify func-
tions which define the search tree in a local way:

• ch1(v) returns for any non-leaf, forced node v the
only child.

• ch2(v, b) returns for any non-leaf, guessed node v
either child b ∈ {1, 2}.

• chNo computes the number of children: 0, 1, or 2.

In the context of SAT, these functions deterministically
decide which variable to branch on, in a consistent way.
The last function should also decide whether the formula
corresponding to the node is trivial (SAT or UNSAT),
and whether the chosen variable can be forced or not.

These functions, together with the check of the predi-
cate P , play a key role in the Grover-based and quantum
backtracking-based algorithms.

In the next two subsections we will discuss two well-
known algorithm families for solving SAT which can be
understood as backtracking algorithms.

B. The DPLL algorithm family

The algorithm of Davis Putnam Logemann Loveland
(DPLL) is a backtracking algorithm which recursively ex-
plores the possible assignments for a given formula, ap-
plying reduction rules along the way [4]. Originally de-
signed to resolve the memory intensity of solvers based
only on resolution (the DP algorithm uses a complete res-
olution system [11]), this backtracking-based algorithm
can now be found in some of the most competitive SAT

Algorithm 1 DPLL(F )

if P (F ) = 1 then . |= F
return True

if P (F ) = 0 then . F |= 0
return False

x← next variable according to branching heuristic
if x R F then

return DPLL(F|x)
else if x̄ R F then

return DPLL(F|x̄)
else

return DPLL(F|x) ∨ DPLL(F|x̄)

solvers [12]. DPLL was also generalized to support vari-
ous theories, including linear integer arithmetic and un-
interpreted function [13], and is using consequently in
many combinatorial domains [8], including for automated
theorem proving [14].

As a backtracking algorithm, DPLL looks much like
the procedure described in the previous section. The two
examples of reduction rules R that we will exploit in this
paper are the following:

• Unit rule: for a given variable x, and any of its
literals l, if there exists a clause l appears alone,
the value of its variable is set so that the literal l
becomes true.

• Pure literal rule: if the variable x only appears as
in one polarity as the literal l (where l is x or x),
or if it no longer appears in the formula, its value
is set to make the literal true.3

Instead of labeling nodes in the search tree with sat-
isfying assignments, classical implementations compute
the corresponding restricted formula for each node (in
the hybrid case, we will work with partial assignments
for the reasons of space efficiency.).

Therefore DPLL strives to eliminate as many clauses
and variables as possible, to reduce the complexity of
the formula (and prune the tree by establishing contra-
dictions early). To this end, DPLL also introduces a
branching heuristic deciding which variable to explore
next, in addition to the reduction rule.

The basic branching heuristic of DPLL utilizes either
the unit rule or both unit rule and the pure literal rule:
it selects the first variable x (usually relative to a ran-
dom ordering) whose literal constitutes a singleton clause
(and applies the unit rule); or, if no such variable exists,
then it checks if any of variables are pure literals (i.e. ap-
pearing in only one polarity), and applies the pure literal

3 The latter, i.e. disappearance of a variable, can happen because
the clauses in which it appeared were eliminated by previous
assignments. To simplify tree analysis, we also assign these vari-
ables (to true).
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rule. If no variable satisfies either then some process for
choosing the next branching variable (in basic version a
random choice) is called. In the latter case, the corre-
sponding partial assignment in the search tree will have
two children.4

Algorithm 1 corresponds to the DPLL algorithm in
its classical form, i.e. labeling tree nodes with formulas
and not partial assignments. Its generic reduction rule
R (formalized here as a property R between variables
and formulas), which given a formula F and a literal l,
under-estimates whether F |= l holds, i.e. l R F =⇒
F |= l. The search predicate P decides whether a
node is a leaf and whether the leaf is a contradiction or
a satisfied formula, as explained in the previous section.

The search predicate P determines where the recursion
of DPLL terminates. Note that because of our choice of
reduction rules (as explained in Footnote 3, the reduction
rule also handles disappeared variables), the recursion –
and the corresponding tree branch– is always n deep.

The algorithm assumes the existence of a branching
heuristic to determine the order in which variables should
be considered. Notice that the order may change in the
different branches of the tree, for example, because differ-
ent unit clauses appear under different assignments in the
concrete heuristic discussed above. On the other hand,
one can of course always implement a static branching
heuristic that simply selects variables according to a pre-
determined order, as will be the case for PPSZ.

An a key element of the (heuristic) efficiency of back-
tracking algorithms, is its ability to simplify subproblems
as early as possible in order to prune the tree search. This
is what DPLL achieves through its branching heuristic.

C. The PPSZ algorithm

The best exact algorithms for the (unique) k-SAT
problem have been based for many years on the PPSZ
(Paturi, Pudlák, Saks, and Zane [15]) algorithm, the lat-
est example being Biased PPSZ [7], which is the best
known exact algorithm for unique k-SAT. The PPSZ al-
gorithm is a Monte Carlo algorithm, i.e. it returns the
correct answer with high probability using randomiza-
tion. It exploits lower bounds on the probability of find-
ing a satisfying assignment [7, 15] using no more than a
certain number of correctly guessed branching choices in
the search tree. To obtain these lower bounds, resolution
can be used.

Resolutions are inference rules in logic, i.e, rules which
syntactically derive logical consequences for sets of for-
mulas. For instance, a basic resolution rules takes two
clauses (x∨A) and (x̄∨B), where A,B are clauses, and

4 Note, the structure of the search tree does depend on how the
random choices are made, i.e. in the Turing machine model with
a random tape, the specification of the random tape fixes the
tree structure.

Algorithm 2 dncPPSZ(F ,π,s,d)

π permutation in Sn, s ∈ N
if P (F ) = 1 then . |= F

return True
else if P (F ) = 0 then . F |= 0 or d > (γk + ε)n

return False
x← first non-assigned variable in π
if F |=s x then

return dncPPSZ(F|x, π,s,d)
else if F |=s x̄ then

return dncPPSZ(F|x̄, π,s,d)
else

return dncPPSZ(F|x,π,s,d+1)∨dncPPSZ(F|x̄,π,s,d+1)

derives, or infers, a clause (A∨B), since both clauses are
satisfiable if and only the inferred clause is. The clausal
inference rule is refutation complete, meaning that a com-
plete, recursive search over all inferred clauses will find a
refutation if the original formula, i.e. a set of clauses, is
unsatisfiable.

In its original formulation [15], PPSZ pre-processes the
formula F using an incomplete resolution scheme called
s-resolution. This procedure repeatedly adds to F all
possible clausal resolvents of maximum clause size s, un-
til a fixpoint is reached. Since s is constant, this pre-
processing step is poly-time. Its purpose is to ensure that,
for any fixed variable order, a satisfying assignment can
be found with high probability within (γk + ε)n guesses.
The parameter γk thus determines the final efficacy of
our algorithm, and it differs for each k of a k−SAT prob-
lem, e.g., γk ≈ 0.38 for k = 3. As a consequence, the
backtracking search tree can be obtained using only:

• the unit resolution rule,

• a deterministically ordered branching heuristic,

• and a search predicate that marks tree nodes corre-
sponding to unsatisfying assignment or more than
(γk + ε) guesses as false, and nodes corresponding
to a satisfying assignments as true leaves.

Note that this is clearly a backtracking algorithm, as
leaves can occur at different depths. To make the proba-
bility of finding a satisfying assignment approach 1, the
above search has to be repeated a constant number of
times with different variable orders.

In more recent analyses of PPSZ (see e.g. [16–18]), the
pre-processing by resolution is replaced by a reduction
rule called s-implication. A literal l = x, x̄ is s-implied
if there is a sub formula of s clauses, which implies it,
i.e. G ⊆ F with |G| = s and G |= l. In other words,
if all satisfying assignments of G set the variable x to
the same value. So in the modern version of PPSZ, the
formula is not pre-processed, but the resolution rule is
set to s-implication, rather than unit resolution. While
the notion of s-implication is weaker, it still suffices for
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the same bounds. Note that s-implication, unlike general
implication, can be performed in polynomial time for a
constant s, making it a suitable reduction rule.

In both of the above versions, the PPSZ algorithm is
fundamentally a Monte Carlo algorithm. Indeed, it tries
random permutations of the variables, and then considers
a single random path in the full search tree according to
this order. When repeated often enough, a satisfying
assignment is found with high probability if one exists.

We now show how PPSZ can be captured in our back-
tracking framework. Algorithm 2 shows dncPPSZ, a pro-
cedure in our backtracking variant of PPSZ which is sim-
ilar to DPLL with s-implication as reduction rule, and a
search predicate that also ensures backtracking whenever
(γk + ε)n guesses have been performed. The overall al-
gorithm is formulated as follows.

1. Choose a permutation π (an ordering of the vari-
ables) at random.

2. Run dncPPSZ(F,π, s, 0).

3. If found return the satisfying assignment.

4. If repeated l times, return “not satisfiable”.

5. Go back to Step 1.

In a sentence, the difference between the original PPSZ
and our interpretation is as follows: original PPSZ ex-
plores one path at a time for both a random permutation
and a random set of branching choices, whereas our algo-
rithm explores all branching choices for a given permu-
tation, before moving on. Nonetheless, they are equally
efficient.

Proposition II.1 Executing dncPPSZ a constant num-
ber of times, over random variable orderings, is sufficient
to obtain a satisfying assignment with high probability.
The run-time of dncPPSZ is upper bounded by the run-
time of the standard PPSZ algorithm.

Proof: The analysis of performance of the standard
PPSZ algorithm provides an upper bound (γk + ε)n on
the number of variables which have to be guessed before
finding a satisfying assignment (assuming one exists), for
almost every random permutation (see e.g. [15, Theo-
rem 1]).

Thus, assuming we have such a permutation (which
happens with high probability), the corresponding search
tree, truncated at depth (γk + ε)n, contains a satisfying
assignment if (and only if) one exists. As the dncPPSZ
algorithm explores exactly these truncated trees, it will
find a satisfying assignment, when one exists. Moreover,
the size of the tree is upper bounded by O∗(2(γk+ε)n),5

since any tree with more than this number of vertices

5 In this work, the asterisk in the asymptotic notation denotes that
we omit the polynomially contributing terms.

must have more than (γk + ε)n branchings6, which our
trees do not, by construction. This implies hat the run-
time of dncPPSZ is upper bounded by the run-time of
standard PPSZ.

For the sake of completeness, we detail this reasoning
in Appendix A. �

We highlight that the PPSZ algorithm involves two steps:
the “core” of the algorithm which is the PPSZ tree search
performed by the dncPPSZ algorithm, which takes an or-
dered formula on input (i.e. the variable ordering is fixed,
by e.g. the natural ordering over the indices). However,
the algorithm PPSZ-proper also involves a loop involving
the repetition of PPSZ tree search, where the ordering is
randomized for each call. This is critical in our subse-
quent analysis.

D. Quantum algorithms for tree search

The extents to which quantum computing can help the
exploration of trees, and more general, graphs is one of
the long-standing questions with infrequent but regular
progress. In the context of backtracking (for concrete-
ness, for SAT problems), up until relatively recently,
the best methods involved Grover search over the up-
per bound on the number of choices made in any of the
branches. In such an approach, we would introduce a
separate register of length d equal to the tree depth; this
register would specify the deterministic choices moving
from parent to one of the maximally two children, and
the entire sequence would specify a possible path from
root to a leaf. The leaf value would then be evaluated
using the search predicate (criterion).

This approach however yields a redundant search over
branches which would be pruned away by the resolution
rules, and, in the worst case may force a QC to search
an exponentially larger space than the classical algorithm
would. Intuitively, the problem is that Grover’s search
does not allow pruning, i.e. terminating a search in an
unfeasible branch (see Section II D 1 for more detail).7

Nonetheless, Grover provides an advantageous strat-
egy whenever the classical search space is larger than
2n/2, hence this was the method used in previous work
on hybrid divide-and-conquer strategies [1, 2]. A par-
ticular advantage of Grover’s search is that it is frugal
regarding time and space: beyond what is needed to im-
plement the oracle (the search predicate), it requires at
most one ancillary qubit, and very few other gates.

6 Any vertex in a tree with γn branchings can be uniquely specified
by γn branching choices and a specification of the distance of the
target vertex from the last branching. This is specified with no
more than γn + log(n) bits, upper bounding the tree size with
n× 2γn.

7 We note that there are very successful SAT solving algorithms
which rely on sampling and not tree search, e.g. Schöning’s al-
gorithm, in which case a full quadratic speed-up is possible [19].
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More recently, Montanaro [3], Ambainis & Kokai-
nis [20], and Jarret & Wan [21] have given quantum-walk
based algorithms which allow us to achieve an essentially
full quadratic speed-ups in the number of queries to the
tree (specially, when trees are exponentially sized). We
will refer to this the quantum backtracking method.

The quantum backtracking method can be applied
whenever we have access to local algorithms which spec-
ify the children of a given vertex, and whenever we can
implement the search predicate. At the heart of the rou-
tine is the construction of a Szegedy-style walk operator
W over the bipartite graph specified by the even and
odd depths of the search tree (details provided in the ap-
pendix); Montanaro shows that the spectral gap of W
reveals whether the underlying graph contains a marked
element (a satisfying assignment, as defined by the search
predicate P ). The difference in the eigenphases of the two
cases dictates the overall run-time, as they are detected
by a quantum phase estimation overarching routine. The
overall algorithm calls the operator W no more than
O(
√
Tn log(1/δ)) times, for a correct evaluation given a

tree of size T , over n variables (depth), except with prob-
ability δ. This is essentially a full quadratic improvement
when T is exponential (even superpolynomial will do) in
n. For the algorithm to work, one assumes that the tree
size is known in advance, or at least, a good upper bound
is known.

The original paper on quantum backtracking imple-
ments DPLL with the unit rule [3], and led to a body
of work focused on improvements [20, 21] and applica-
tions [5, 6, 20, 22].

Online algorithms. Note, the quantum algorithm for
quantum backtracking always performs O(

√
Tn log(1/δ))

queries no matter which vertex/leaf is satisfying, if any.
In contrast, classical backtracking is an online algorithm,
meaning that it can terminate the search early when a
satisfying assignment is found. This naturally depends
on the traversal order of the tree, which is also speci-
fied by the algorithm (and perhaps the random sequence
specifying any random choices), and thus the maximal
speed-ups are only achieved for the classical worst cases
when either no vertices are satisfying, or when the very
last leaf to be traversed is the solution.

In [20], the authors provide an extension to quantum
backtracking, which allows one to estimate the size of
the search tree. Moreover, it can also estimate the size
of a search space corresponding to a partial traversal
of a given classical backtracking algorithm, according
to a certain order. With this, it is possible to achieve
quadratic speed ups not in terms of the overall tree, but
rather the search tree limited to those vertices that a clas-
sical algorithm would traverse, before finding a satisfying
assignment. In this case, we have a near-full quadratic
improvement, whenever this effective search tree, which
depends on the search order, is large enough (superpoly-
nomial).

1. Grover v.s. quantum backtracking in tree search

As explained, one can employ Grover search-based
techniques to explore trees of any density and shape; Yet
in many cases using Grover can be significantly slower
than by employing the quantum backtracking strategy,
or even classical search. The reason is due to that fact
that while the query complexities of classical and quan-
tum backtracking depend on the tree size, the efficiency
of quantum search based on Grover is bounded by the
maximal number of branches that occur in any path from
root to the leaf of the tree. As we will show later, the
branching number is also vital in space complexity anal-
yses.

Definition II.2 (Maximal branching number)
Given a tree T , the maximal branching number br(T )
is the maximal number of branchings on any path from
root to a leaf. If a sub-tree T ′, is specified by its root
vertex v, with br(v) we denote br(T ′).

Here is a sketch of how Grover’s search would be ap-
plied in tree search leading to the query-complexity de-
pendence on branching numbers.

For the moment, we assume that all the leaves of the
tree are at distance n from the root; this can be ob-
tained by attaching sufficiently long line graphs to each
leaf occurring earlier. This may cause a blow up of the
tree by at most a factor of n, but this will not matter in
the cases where trees are (much) lager, i.e. exponential.
The trees we discuss are characterized by the backtrack-
ing functions specifying the local tree structure described
in Section II A. Accordingly, we combine the branching
heuristic and the reduction rule in three functions: A
function ch2(v, b), which takes on input a vertex v, and
returns one of the children, specified by the bit b, a func-
tion ch1(v) which returns the single child if vis forced,
and a function chNo(v), which returns whether v has
zero, one or two children.

Finally, we have a search predicate P which identifies
the sought solution.

To apply Grover’s search over a rooted tree structure,
the idea is to use an “advice” register, which tells the al-
gorithm which child to take, when two options are possi-
ble, i.e. select the b parameter of ch2 when chNo(v) = 2.
Let v1, v2, . . . , vn be a path from the root v1 = r to a
leaf vn. For each guessed vi along the path, i.e. where
chNo(vi) = 2, a subsequent unused bit of the advice
string determine the choice. Finally, the nth vertex is
checked by the search predicate. For this process to be
well defined, we clearly require as many bits in the advice
string as the largest number of branches along any path.

We now show that the size of the advice can also be
independent from the actual tree size. To do so, we first
discuss tree shapes for which Grover exhibits extremal
behavior.

Take a “comb” graph for instance, where one edge is
added to every node of a line graph, except to the leaf,
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has 2n−1 vertices, and (n−1) branches whereas a full bi-
nary tree with 2n vertices has the same maximal number
of branches (this disparity persists, when we “complete”
the comb graph by extending the single line to ensure ev-
ery path is length n). The Grover-based algorithm thus
always introduces an effective tree which is exponential
in the number of branchings.

Note this need not lead to exponential search times;
e.g. in the example of the comb graph, if the leaf-child
of the root is satisfying (or leading to the satisfying leaf
without branches along the way), then half (2n−1) of the
advice strings in the advice register will result in finding
the advice,8 leading to an overall constant query com-
plexity.

More generally, in the case of search with a single sat-
isfying assignment v, the worst-case query complexity us-
ing Grover’s approach, will always be O(2b/2), where b is
the number of branches on the path from the root to v,
i.e, b = br(r)−br(v), where r is the root of the tree. This
is because all the vertices below v will represent solutions,
as explained in the previous paragraph.

In quantum backtracking, we construct a quantum
walk operator whose spectral properties reveal whether
there is a leaf representing a satisfying assignment. To
implement this operator, it suffices to be able to imple-
ment a unitary operator which given a vertex v, produces
the children of v, which is not difficult given access to
classical specifications of the functions ch1, ch2, chNo, P
(see Appendix C).9 Comparing Grover’s search with
backtracking in the sense of query complexity, we find the
following. Any binary tree of size O(2γn) must contain
a path from the root to a leaf which has more than γn
branches – if the tree contains no more than γn branches
along any path, i.e. its branching number is γn, then
Grover’s method will achieve a run-time of O∗(2γn/2) as
well.10

8 Because |= is transitive, if it holds that P (v) = 1 for node v,
then P (v′) = 1 for all descendants of v′ of v.

9 Note, to implement Grover-based search or backtracking over
such trees, it suffices to implement functions ch1, ch2, chNo, P
reversibly. As in many cases, the classical, non-reversible imple-
mentations are efficient, the runtime of the reversible version is
often not a problem, as long as it stays polynomial (although
even sub exponential will suffice). However, in the context of
hybrid methods, the space complexity of these implementations
becomes vital, as discussed.

Standard approaches efficiently implement a data structure
which can represent the last vertex visited, and update this struc-
ture with the next vertex reversibly. The reversibility prevents
deleting information efficiently, so the simplest solution is to store
the entire branching sequence, reconstructing the state from this
succinct representation.

Indeed, the technical core of the papers [1, 2], and parts of the
remainder of this paper.

10 In the remainder of the text, we will be using the standard no-
tation for “lazy” scalings: with the superscript ∗, e.g., O∗.,Ω∗

we denote scalings which ignore only polynomially contributing
terms (relevant when the main costs scale exponentially), just
as tilde, e.g. Õ highlights we ignore logarithmically contribut-

In other words, a limitation on the tree size – which
upper-bounds the classical search run-time – directly lim-
its the quantum backtracking query complexity, whereas
it does not (as directly) limit Grover-based search. How-
ever, as we will show in the case of PPSZ, when the tree
size is estimated on the basis of (γn) maximum branch-
ing numbers, this does provide a way to directly connect
classical search with Grover-based method.

Unlike backtracking, Grover can also not be used as
an online algorithm, as discussed earlier in this section.
In the majority of this paper, we will be concerned with
worst-case times, so the online methods of [20] will not be
critical. Although, for practical speed-ups, they certainly
are. We reiterate that all the results that we will present,
can accommodate these tree size-estimation based meth-
ods of [20].

E. The hybrid divide-and-conquer method

The hybrid divide-and-conquer method was introduced
to investigate to which extent smaller quantum comput-
ers can help in solving larger instances of interesting
problems. Here the emphasis is placed on problems which
are typically tackled by a divide-and-conquer method.
This choice is one of convenience. Any method which
enables a smaller quantum computer to aid in a com-
putation of a larger problem must somehow reduce the
problem to a number of smaller problems. How this can
be done is critical for the hybrid algorithm performance.

But in divide-and-conquer strategies, there exists an
obvious solution. Divide-and-conquer strategies recur-
sively break down an instance of a problem into smaller
sub-instances, so at some point they become suitably
small to be run on a quantum device of (almost) any
size.11

In previous work on the hybrid divide-and-conquer
method [1, 2] this approach was used for a de-randomized
version of the algorithm of Schöning, and for an algorithm
for finding Hamilton cycles in degree-3 graphs. In gen-
eral, in these works (and the present work) the question
of interest is to identify criteria when speed-ups, in the
sense of provable asymptotic run-times of the (hybrid)
algorithms, are possible.

1. Quantifying speed-ups of hybrid divide-and-conquer
methods

For the quantum part of the computation, the
complexity-theoretic analysis of meta-algorithms (more

ing terms (when the main costs are polynomial in the relevant
parametes).

11 More precisely, the device must large enough to handle any size
instance of a given problem, which is in not a trivial condition.
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precisely, oracular algorithms), such as Grover and quan-
tum backtracking, predominantly measures query com-
plexity. This is the number of calls to the e.g. Grover
oracle, or the walk operator, respectively, i.e. the black
boxes that implement the predicate detection, and the
search tree structure.

Since, in this work, we will only concern ourselves with
exponentially sized trees, and sub-exponential time sub-
routines, the complexity measure we use for the classical
algorithm AC(n) is the size of the tree (i.e, the classical
query complexity) and for quantum algorithm the query
complexity. In the hybrid cases, we will thus measure
the totals of classical and quantum query complexities,
treated on an equal footing.

We are thus interested in the (provable) relationships
between quantities Time(AC(n)) describing the run-time
of the classical algorithm given instance size n, and
Time(AH(n, κ))12, describing the run-time of the hybrid
algorithm, having access to a quantum computer of size
m = κn with κ = O(1).13 We focus on exact algorithms
for NP-hard problems (so run-times are typically expo-
nential.

Definition II.3 (Genuine and threshold free speed-ups)
We say that genuine speed-ups (i.e. polynomial speed-
ups) are possible using the hybrid method, if there exists
a hybrid algorithm such that

Time(AH(n, κ)) = O(Time(AC(n))1−εκ), (1)

for a constant εκ > 0. If such an εκ exists for all κ > 0,
then we say the speed-up is threshold-free.

What originally sparked the interest in hybrid algo-
rithms, is the fundamental question whether threshold-
free speed-ups are possible at all. This was answered in
the positive in the previous works mentioned above [1, 2].

In the above, we have assumed that the time complex-
ity can be fully characterized in terms of the instance
size n; in general, the complexities may be precisely es-
tablished only given access to a number of parameters,
such as, search tree size or even less obvious measures
like the location of the tree leaf in the search tree. We
will discuss these options in Section II D 1.

12 As we will discuss later, in the cases of the quantum algorithms
we will consider, the relevant notion of instance size may be
different from what is relevant for the classical algorithm com-
plexity. However to compare the run times, we will always have
to bound both hybrid and classical complexities in terms of same
quantities.

13 Since we consider speed-ups in the sense of asymptotic run-times,
considering smaller sizes, e.g. constant sized quantum comput-
ers, or log sized quantum computers makes little sense as these
are efficiently simulatable.

2. Limitations of existing hybrid divide-and-conquer
methods

The key impediment to threshold-free speed-ups is the
space-complexity of the quantum algorithm for the prob-
lem. To understand this, assume that with κ′n we denote
the size of the instance we can solve on a κn sized de-
vice (so κn = Space(AQ(κ′n)), where Space(AQ(n)) de-
notes the space complexity of the quantum algorithm).
If the space complexity is super-linear, then κ′ itself be-
comes dependent on n, and in fact, decreasing in n. In
other words, as the instance grows, the effective fraction
of the problem that we can delegate to the quantum de-
vice decreases. Then, in the limit, all work is done by the
classical device, so no speed-ups are possible (for details
see [1, 2]).

In [1], these observations also lead to a characteriza-
tion of when genuine speed-ups are possible for recursive
algorithms, whose run-times are evaluated using stan-
dard recurrence relations. Notably, none of the classical
algorithms employed backtracking nor early pruning of
the trees. These properties ensured that the search space
could be expressed as a sufficiently dense sufficiently com-
plete trees, ensuring that no matter where we employ
the (faster) quantum device, a substantial fraction of the
overall work will be done by the quantum device, yielding
a genuine speed-up.

Consequently, the main technical research focus in
these earlier works were to establish highly space-efficient
variants of otherwise simple quantum algorithms (in
essence, at most linear in n), which are all based on
Grover’s search over appropriate search spaces. Both the
de-randomized algorithm of Schöning [2], and Eppstein’s
algorithm for Hamilton cycles [1] traverse search trees
dense enough that Grover-based search (which is itself
space-efficient) over appropriate search spaces, yields a
polynomial improvement. (Appendix D describes an im-
provement over the hybrid solution of [1] based on the
new framework developed in Section III.)

An additional limitation that any hybrid method and
speed-up statement is always relative to a fixed classi-
cal algorithm, as established in the previous works. This
also implies that even in the case we provide a hybrid
speed-up for the best algorithm around for a given prob-
lem, this speed-up, and specially, any chance of a thresh-
old free speed-ups disappear whenever a new faster al-
gorithm is devised. In other words, the speed-ups are
algorithm-specific. This will always be true, unless lower
bounds are proved for the problem that these classical
algorithms attack, in which case we may talk about algo-
rithm independent speed-ups. In the following two sec-
tions we study hybrid divide-and-conquer in the context
of search trees, and provide a number of new algorithms
using the hybrid method.
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III. HYBRID DIVIDE-AND-CONQUER FOR
BACKTRACKING ALGORITHMS

In the present work, we consider the hybrid divide-
and-conquer method for algorithms whose operation can
be described as a search over a suitable tree, which cap-
tures backtracking algorithms, and recursive algorithms
as studied in [1].14 Our new framework and the quantum
algorithms is focused on scenarios with unbalanced trees,
unlike the methods based on Grover utilized in [1, 2].

This section investigates the structure and proper-
ties of hybrid divide and conquer algorithms from the
search tree perspective – most notably, it introduces the
tree search decomposition. These considerations which
then also influence our design choices for the new hybrid
divide-and-conquer algorithms discussed later.

To help the reader navigate this section we provide its
outline. In Subsection III A, we discuss how specifically
the tree structure influences whether or not (provable)
polynomial speed-ups can be obtained on an intuitive
level. Then, in Subsection III B, we provide a theorem
providing a general, albeit not very operative, charac-
terization of when speed-ups are possible. In Subsec-
tion III C, we connect more closely the properties of the
quantum algorithms with the tree structure identifying
assumptions which allow for significant simplifications.
In Subsection III D quantitative speed-ups are proved for
constrained (but still rather generic) cases. These special
cases are then exemplified in Section IV, and Section V
addresses some of the scenarios were these simplifying
conditions cannot be met.

A. Search tree structure and potential for hybrid
speed-ups

In previous works, the importance of space efficiency
of quantum algorithms was put forward as the key factor
determining whether asymptotic (threshold-free) hybrid
speed-ups can be achieved, as discussed in detail in [1].
Naturally, in the hybrid backtracking setting, we will in-
herit the same limitations, and some new ones, which we
focus on next.

Before any other details, we highlight a critical as-
sumption we are always making which connects the prop-
erties of the search tree, or rather, the overall algorith-
mic approach, and the definition of the hybrid setting we
wish to consider, namely, the definition of the parameter
n. In our framework we always assume that the size of
the quantum computer is κn, where n denotes a natu-
ral problem instance size. Note what the instance size
is not unambiguous (we shall return to this later in the

14 In the case of recursively specified algorithms, the recursive calls
establish a tree structure, where the vertices are labeled by the
specific sub-problems that are tackled in the recursive step, or
rather, by any specification of such sub-problems.

paper in the discussion section). Nonetheless, we assume
this is well-defined, and that the classical backtracking
algorithm we consider generates search trees of height
(at most) n, i.e. each child designates a strictly smaller
instance with respect to the relevant size measure that
n quantifies.15 In this work (with the exception of the
enhanced hybrid algorithm for Hamilton cycles on cubic
graphs discussed in Appendix D ), n specifically desig-
nates the number of variables of a given Boolean formula
(and not the formula length itself).

Next, to understand how the tree structure may in-
fluence the overall algorithm performance, we introduce
the search tree decomposition; although one can provide
a fully abstract definition, we provide one in context.

Consider a search tree T generated by algorithm A on
some instance of size n, where every vertex in the tree
denotes a sub-problem which can (in principle) be del-
egated to a quantum computer, running the algorithm
AQ in a hybrid scheme, which we will denote with sub-
script H. Note, AQ can be the quantum backtracking
version of A, or a related algorithm for solving the same
problem.

Recall, to each vertex of the search tree, we can asso-
ciate a sub-instance of the problem specified by the root.

In general, κn does not provide enough space for AQ to
be run on the entire problem, i.e. on the root of the tree,
but it can be run on some of the vertices/sub-instances
of the tree. This of course depends on the space effi-
ciency features of AQ – the effective size of the quantum
computer we have, but we will not focus on this for the
moment. We will merely assume that whether or not AQ
can be run on an instance v given an κn-sized device is
monotonic with respect to the tree structure; that is, if
it can be run on v, it can be run on all descendants of
v.16 With this in mind, we can identify the collection of J
cut-off vertices {ck}Jk=1, : all the vertices that can be run
on the quantum device, whose parents cannot be run on
the same device due to size considerations. In principle,
J may be zero for some trees. These vertices correspond
to the largest instances in the search tree where we can
use the quantum computer.

Now the search tree decomposition is characterized by
the set of sub-trees {T }Jj=0, where the subtree Tj is the
entire sub-tree rooted at the cut-off vertex cj , and where
T0 denotes the tree rooted at the root of T , whose leaves
are parents of the the cut-points {cj}. This we refer to as
the “top of the tree”, and it is traversed by the classical
algorithm alone. Note, by “gluing” all the subtrees of

15 In previous works, the subtle separation between two distinct no-
tions of instance size in the context of both Hamilton cycles and
Schöning SAT is what allows for space efficient algorithms [1].

16 It is conceivable that a sub-instance, as defined by a classi-
cal backtracking algorithm, for some reason takes more quan-
tum space than the overall problem, and our formalism can be
adapted to treat this case. However, in the cases of all quan-
tum algorithms which we consider here, this will not be the case,
hence we focus on this more intuitive scenario.
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{Tj}j as the corresponding leaves of T0, we obtain the
full tree T .

With Tj we denote the size of the tree Tj . The set
{Tj}j we call the search tree decomposition at cut-off c,
and note that it holds

T = T0 +
∑

1≤j≤J

Tj . (2)

Next, we briefly illustrate in terms of the search tree
decomposition, on an intuitive level, in which cases
speed-ups can be neatly characterized and achieved and
the cases where the speed-up fails.

The classical algorithm will (in the worst case) explore
the entire search tree requiring Tj steps, for the sub-tree
Tj .

Note that Tj characterizes the upper bound on the
query complexity of the classical algorithm, and let us for
the moment assume this rougly equal to the overall run-
time of the classical algorithm (we will discuss shortly
when this is a justified assumption).

Further, assume that the quantum algorithm achieves
a pure quadratic speed-up in run-time over the clas-
sical algorithm. Then the hybrid algorithm will take
TH = O∗(T0 +

∑
1≤j≤J

√
Tj) time (queries). To achieve

a genuine speed up in the query complexity (from which
we will be able to discuss total complexity) it must hold
that TH is upper bounded by T 1−ε for some ε (see Def-

inition II.3),where, recall T =
∑J
k=0 Tk is the total tree

size.
Now this actual speed-up clearly depends on the cut-off

points, and the structure of the original tree, as nothing
a-priory dictates the relative sizes of all the sub-trees.
For instance, if the tree is a balanced, complete binary
tree, the tree size is exactly 2n

′ − 1 where n′ is the tree
height. Further, assuming that the quantum algorithm
can handle γn-sized instances (in terms of this natural
instance size) on the κn−sized device, we get the follow-
ing decomposition: Tj = 2bγnc, j > 0, T0 = 2n−bγnc.
For simplicity, we shall ignore rounding, with which we
obtain:

TH = T0 + J
√
T1 (3)

= 2n−γn − 1 + 2n−γn(2γn/2 − 1) (4)

≈ 2(1−γ)n(1 + 2γ/2) (5)

≈ 2(1−γ/2)n (6)

where the approximations come from the ignoring the
±1 contributions. It is clear that the above example con-
stitutes a genuine speed up with ε = γ/2, with a full
quadratic speed-up when γ = 1, i.e. when we can run the
entire tree on the quantum computer.

At this point it also becomes clear how the space effi-
ciency of the algorithm comes into play. If the space effi-
ciency of the quantum algorithm is linear in the natural
size n, then γ is a fraction of κ, and we obtain threshold-
free asymptotic speed-ups. In turn, if it is super-linear,

γ becomes a decaying function of n, in which case all
speed-ups vanish. We shall briefly discuss these aspects
shortly, and for more on the space complexity constraints
see [1, 2]. Here we first focus on the issues stemming from
the tree structure alone.

We can equally imagine a tree where T0 is a full tree
of size 2n/2, and J = 1 with another full tree T1. In this
case the run-time (more precisely, query complexity) of
the classical algorithm is 2×2n/2 = O(2n/2), but so is the
quantum query complexity: 2n/2 +2n/4 = O(2n/2), so no
speed-up is obtained. In what follows, we will re-define
J to count all the leaves of T0, to take into account that
not only do the individual subtrees need to be large, but
also need to be many in number, compared to T0 itself,
which can be bounded by the number of leaves.

In the next section, we make the above structural-only
considerations fully formal.

B. Criteria for speed-ups from tree decomposition

In the following, we assume to have access to a quan-
tum computer of size m = κn, we consider a classi-
cal backtracking algorithm A, which generates a search
tree T . As usual, we talk about a particular tree, but
have in mind a family of trees induced by the problem
family.

Each vertex of the search tree specifies a sub-instance
of the problem and the corresponding sub-tree (which is
the search tree of the sub-instance).

We imagine designing a hybrid algorithm based on the
classical algorithm A, and a quantum algorithm AQ used
when instances are sufficiently small.

We now need to characterize space and query complex-
ities of the classical and quantum algorithm in terms of
the properties of the trees.

a. Query complexity The query complexity of the
classical algorithm A is exactly the size of the search
tree of the problem instance. The query complexity of
the quantum algorithm may be more involved; in the
case of quantum backtracking, it is a function of the tree
size and height (variable number). The situation simpli-
fies when the trees are large enough (super-polynomial
in size), when we can ignore the height, and the query
complexity is essentially the square root of the size.

In the case of Grover-based search, the query com-
plexity depends on the max-branching number which in
general has no simple relationship to the tree size; in the
case of quantum backtracking, the relationship to the tree
size is more direct. However, the relation to tree height,
which allows for the simplest derivation, as shown in the
pervious subsection, may not be, as the trees need not
be regular in any way.

Further, we highlight that the connection between the
query complexities overall run-time will not aways be
possible, except when: a) the complexities of the subrou-
tines realizing one query are assumed to be polynomial in
n, and b) that the query complexities involved are expo-
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nential, so poly-terms can be ignored. These assumptions
we will embed in our main theorem.

b. Space complexity The space complexity of AQ
will determine the cut-off points in the search tree. As
discussed previously and in upcoming sections, the space
complexity may not be a simple function of the tree
height; it depends on how the vertices are represented in
memory, for instance as satisfying assignment or as the
branching choices in the case of a low maximum branch-
ing number.17 We shall discuss the impact of the vertex
representation later.

To achieve clean polynomial speed-ups, as discussed
previously, two main factors must conspire; the space
complexity must yield a tree search decomposition where
many of the sub-trees which will be delegated to the
quantum computer are large enough for a substantial
advantage to be even in principle possible; and the algo-
rithm must actually realize such a polynomial advantage.

Let the space complexity of the quantum algorithm,
together with the quantum computer size constraint yield
the search tree decomposition {Tj}Jj=0, with sizes {Tj},
where as usual T0 denotes the “top tree” explored by
the classical algorithm alone. The problem sub-instances
with trees Tj are rooted in the vertex vj .

One thing to highlight in the above is the observation
that the sub-trees must not only be large on average, they
need to be numerous, relative to the total size of the top
of the tree.

With this in mind, and as mentioned earlier, in the
following it will be convenient to consider the extended
search tree decomposition, where we add two empty trees
for each leaf in T0 which is not a parent to a root of a
sub-tree Tj>0. In this case J is the number of non-trivial
sub-trees plus twice the number of leaves in T0 which are
above the cut-off in effective size.

We can now identify certain sufficient conditions en-
suring that an overall polynomial speed-up is achieved.

Theorem III.1 Suppose we are given the algorithms A
and AQ, and a κ (the quantum computer relative size)
inducing a search tree decomposition {Tj}Jj=0 as described
above, for a problem family, such that:

1. (subtrees are big on average) The sizes of the in-
duced sub-trees of the extended search tree decom-
position {Tj}j are on average exponential in size,

so
∑J
j=1 Tj/J ∈ Θ∗(2λn) for some λ > 0. In par-

ticular, the overall tree is also exponential in size.

2. (quantum algorithm is faster) The query com-
plexity of AQ on exponentially large subtrees of
size Θ∗(2γn) is polynomially better than A’s,

17 While Section II A discussed the duality between formula and
satisfying assignment representations, we will never employ the
formula representation in the quantum algorithms due to the
limited available memory.

i.e. Θ∗(2(γ(1−δ))n), for some δ > 0. For conve-
nience, we assume that in the quantum case the
query complexity is given by some increasing con-
cave function Φ(T ′) ≤ T ′ (for a tree T ′), such that
Φ(T ′) is essentially T ′ for small (sub-exponential)
trees, and for bigger trees Φ(T ′) is essentially no
larger than (T ′)1−δ.18

3. (queries are efficient) The time complexities of the
subroutines realizing one query in both A and AQ
are polynomial.19

Then the hybrid algorithm achieves a genuine (polyno-
mial) speed-up. If the conditions above hold for all κ, then
the algorithm achieves a threshold-free genuine speed-up

We highlight one aspect of the theorem above; the as-
sumption of the existence of the function Φ(T ) which
meaningfully bounds the quantum query complexity in
terms of the tree size, is in apparent contradiction with
our previous explanations that, in the case of Grover-
based search, such trivial connections cannot always be
made. However, here we wish to establish claims of poly-
nomial improvements relative to the classical method.
Since the query complexities of the classical method do
depend on tree sizes alone, and since we assume that the
quantum algorithm is polynomially faster (so the quan-
tum query complexity is a power of the classical complex-
ity), this implies that we can only consider cases where
indeed the quantum query complexity can be meaning-
fully upper bounded by some function of the tree size.
Consequently our theorem will only apply to the Grover
case when the trees are sufficiently large (of size 2n/2 and
higher), where such a non-trivial bound can be estab-
lished.

The intuition behind the theorem statement is as fol-
lows: (1) considering exponentially large search trees to-
gether with the limitation on the run-times in Item 2
of subroutines to be efficient ensures that we can safely
consider only query complexities to establish polynomial
separations. (2) Item 1 also ensures that the quantum
algorithm will need to process sufficiently large problems
to achieve a speed-up. This prohibits, e.g., the counterex-
ample we gave earlier with only one tree of size 2n/2 – the
top tree has height 2n/2, meaning the extended search tree
decomposition has J = 2n/2 as well, meaning the average
quantity

∑
j Tj/J is in this case exactly 1. (3) item 3 en-

sures that the quantum algorithm will be polynomially
faster on the non-trivial subtrees. We of course implic-
itly assume that both the classical and the quantum algo-
rithm solve the same problem, so that their hybridization
also solves the same problem.

18 To ensure this, we can imagine the algorithm switch from a clas-
sical to a quantum strategy only when the quantum strategy
becomes faster.

19 In fact, sub-exponential would suffice for our definitions, but
reasoning is easier with polynomial restrictions
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Proof: Under the conditions of the theorem it will suffice
to show that the classical query complexities given by
the extended search tree decomposition T = T0 +

∑
j Tj

and the hybrid query complexity TH , which we determine
shortly, are polynomially related.

We will use the following Lemma:

Lemma III.2 For any binary tree T of size T , the num-
ber of leaves K is bounded as follows:

(T/n+ 1)/2 ≤ K ≤ (T + 1)/2.

Proof: Consider T ′ to be the size of the binary tree T ′
obtained by replacing every sequence of one-child nodes
by a single node in T . Note that T ′ is now a full binary
tree (with 0 or 2 children), yet the number of leaves of
T ′ and T are the same. By construction we see that.
T ′ ≤ T ≤ n · T ′. Since full binary trees have (T ′ + 1)/2
leaves, we have that T has more or equal to (T/n+ 1)/2
leaves, and less than (T + 1)/2 leaves.

�
Let J be the actual number of subtrees (including

empty trees) in the extended search tree decomposition.
Let Avgc =

∑
j Tj/J denote the average tree size, and

by assumption Avgc = Θ(2λn), so that

T = T0 + J ×Avgc

Since J is lower bounded by the number of leaves of T0

and upper bounded by twice the number of leaves, by
assumptions and Lemma III.2 we have that

T0 + Avgc(T0/n+ 1)/2 ≤ T ≤ T0 + Avgc(T0 + 1) (7)

in other words

T0(1 + Avgc(1/2n+ 1/2T0)) ≤ T (8)

T ≤ T0(1 + Avgc(1 + 1/T0)), (9)

or more simply,

T0Avgc/(2n) ≤ T and T ≤ T0(1 + 2Avgc).

On the other hand, by similar reasonings the hybrid
query complexity TH is upper bounded by

T0(1 + 2Avgq) ≥ TH , (10)

where Avgq is given with Avgq =
∑
j Φ(Tj)/J where

Φ(Tj) is the quantum query complexity on the jth sub-
tree.

By considering the ratio of the lower bound on the clas-
sical runtime T0Avgc/(2n) ≤ T , and an even weaker up-
per bound on the hybrid complexity TH ≤ T0(2+ε)Avgq,
T/TH > Avgc/Avgq(1/(2n(2 + ε))), we see that polyno-
mial improvements are guaranteed whenever Avgc and
Avgq are polynomially related (since they are both ex-
ponentially sized by assumption, the prefactors linear in
n can be neglected).

Since we have that Avgc =
∑
j Tj/J and Avgq =∑

j Φ(Tj)/J , where Φ(x) is concave and increasing and

Φ(Tj) ≤ Tj , to lower bound the speed-up character-
ized by Avgc/Avgq, we need to minimize this quantity,
which is equivalent to maximizing f(Tj) =

∑
j Φ(Tj),

subject to constraints
∑
j Tj = c, for some constant c,

and Tj ≥ 0. By concavity of Φ, this maximum is ob-
tained when Ti = Tj = Avgc for all i, j, hence in the
worst case we have Avgq =

∑
j Φ(Avgc)/J = Φ(Avgc).

By assumptions, this means Avgq ∈ Θ(2λ(1−δ)n) whereas

Avgc ∈ Θ(2λn), which is an overall polynomial separa-
tion, as stated. �

In the discussion above we only touch upon the sizes
of search trees, paying no mind that the classical (online)
algorithm may get lucky: i.e. it may encounter a solution
much earlier in the search tree, whereas the quantum
algorithm always explores all the trees. In essence, the
above considerations are for the worst cases for the clas-
sical algorithms (e.g., when no solutions exist). However,
this is easily generalized.

In Section II D, we discussed [20]; the authors show
how to circumvent this issue, i.e. they enable the quan-
tum algorithm to only explore the effective tree, which
the classical algorithm would explore as well, before ter-
mination. By utilizing these algorithms, all the results
above remain valid in all cases, except the concepts of
search trees must be substituted with the concepts of
“effective search trees,” which are the search trees the
classical algorithm would actually traverse before hitting
a solution.

We observe that our framework can be generalized to
allow for p-ary trees instead of binary trees.

The presented theorem has the advantage of being
very general, but the major drawback is that it is non-
quantitative and difficult to verify. This can be improved
upon in special cases.

C. Space complexity, effective sizes, and tree
decomposition

The computations of the run-times of the hybrid
method is complicated as it depends on three aspects:
tree structure, time-complexity of the quantum algorithm
and the space complexity of the quantum algorithm. All
three issues are individually non-trivial; the tree struc-
ture can be very difficult to characterize (as is the case
for the DPLL algorithm, see section V); and the space
and time complexities can depend on different features of
the sub-instance. Yet, their interplay is what determines
the overall algorithm.

As discussed in the previous section, the tree-size de-
composition, together with the speed-ups the quantum
algorithm achieves on the sub-trees (time complexity)
determine the overall performance. In turn the tree-size
decomposition depends on the tree structure, and on the
space complexity of the algorithm, which determines the
cut-off points. And finally, the tree structure also influ-
ences the shape of the sub-trees, looping back to the issue
of quantum speed-ups on the sub-trees.
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We will address these three issues separately, focus-
ing on settings where the situation can be made sim-
pler. First and foremost, we will almost always assume
we deal with exponentially large trees and query com-
plexities, and in all the cases we will consider, the run
times involving a single query will be polynomial (condi-
tion 3 of Theorem III.1). For this reason, we can ignore
polynomial contributions, and in this case the query com-
plexities and overall run-times are equated.

Next, since we deal with tree search algorithms, we fo-
cus on quantum algorithms AQ, obtained by either per-
forming Grover-based search, or quantum backtracking
over the trees. For concreteness, we will imagine the
search space to be one of partial assignments to a Boolean
formula (so strings in {0, 1, ∗}, ∗ denoting an unspeci-
fied value), although all our considerations easily gener-
alize. We will refer to the natural representation, the
vertex representation where to each vertex we associate
the entire partial assignment (i.e. n symbols in {0, 1, ∗},
so log2(3)n bits).

As mentioned previously, in these cases the possible
speed-ups, but also facets of space complexity can be
more precisely characterized in the terms of the tree
structure. Therefore, in the below, we will for concrete-
ness focus a concrete subtree representing a subprob-
lem corresponding to the (restricted) formula F that AQ
should solve. This subtree T is of height n and maximum
branching number br(T ), comprising partial assignments
of length n.

a. Query complexity Recall from Section II D, that
the query complexity of backtracking is essentially
Õ(
√
Tn), so depends strongly on the tree size and the

tree height. So for large trees, we have an essen-
tially quadratic improvement over the classical search.
In the case of Grover, we have a query complexity of
O(2br/2) provided that the maximum branching number
is br(T ) ≤ n, which is also a quadratic genuine speedup
if the tree is full.20

Already here we can highlight the important feature
that the natural instance size – number of variables –
may be quite unrelated to the actual features of the sub-
instance which dictate run times: tree size and branching
number. To achieve a unified treatment, we will thus in-
troduce assumptions which allow us to relate the variable
number with tree size, and, at least in terms of weaker
bounds, allow us to connect to the branching numbers as
well.

This difference between natural and effective problem
sizes is even more important in the case of space com-
plexity, where speed-ups may be impossible if the wrong
measure is considered.

b. Space complexity Regarding space complexity
the situation is more involved. Conceptually, however
we can separate two sources of memory requirements.

20 And, more generally a polynomial speed up when when the tree
size is at least Ω∗(2br/2+δ), for some δ > 0

The first is the specification of the search space, as for
both methods of quantum search (or any, for that mat-
ter) we require a unique representation of every vertex
in the tree. Clearly, the natural representation of full
partial assignments suffices, but often we can work with
the specification of only the choices at every branching
point.

This more efficient representation, which associates
to each vertex v the unique branching choices on the
path from the root to v, we refer to as the branching
representation. The branching representation requires
no more than br(T ) ≤ n trits, or, more efficiently,
br(T ) + log(n) ≤ n bits. Technically, we need log(n)
bits to fix at the depth at which our path terminates to
specify a vertex (after the last branching choice there can
still be a path of non-trivial length remaining to our tar-
get vertex) 21. This is still larger than the information-
theoretic limit log2(T ), which is achieved by some enu-
meration of the vertices; however this representation is
difficult to work with locally, and difficult to manipulate
space-efficiently. This memory requirement is the only
one which we cannot circumvent for obvious fundamen-
tal reasons.

For concreteness, we will also assume access to func-
tions specifying the tree structure as defined in Sec-
tion II A: the function ch2(v, b), which takes on input
a vertex v, and returns one of the children, specified by
the bit b, a function ch1(v) which returns the single child
if v has only one child. We assume a function chNo(v),
which returns whether v has one or two children. We
assume that for each vertex we know the level it belongs
to, so there is no need to check if a vertex is a leaf. Crit-
ically, by default, these functions take on input a vertex
specified in the natural representation, as is the case in
most algorithms. The construction of functions which
take the branching representation on input will require
additional work and space.

To understand the second source of memory consump-
tion we need to consider in more detail what each search
method entails.

We begin with Grover-based search. In the natural
representation, if the position of the leaves is unknown,
we need to perform a brute force search over all possible
partial assignments, leading to the query complexity of
Ω(2log2(3)n/2), which is prohibitively slow.22 The more
efficient method comes by utilizing the branching choice
representation. In this case, the search space is 2br,23 and
all that is required is a subroutine which checks whether a

21 However, for our later purposes, we will not really be worried
about vertices per se, but with uniquely specified paths from
vertex to root, along the path of which we will be looking for
contradictions and satisfying assignments, so the log(n) specifi-
cation will mostly not be needed.

22 Furthermore in some cases it may also lead to invalid results, if
there is no explicit mechanism to recognize legal vertices in the
tree, and if the connectivity encodes properties of the problem.

23 Note, this does not enumerate all the vertices or leaves, but possi-
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given sequence in this representation leads to a satisfying
assignment.

In other words, we require a reversible implementation
of the search predicate P which is defined on branching
choices.

In the natural representation, a reversible version of P
for a node ~x ∈ {0, 1, ∗}n can be implemented by a circuit
computing the number of satisfies clauses in F|~x, which
requires the values of the actual variables. So, in the
branching representation, to evaluate P , we must in some
(implicit) way first reconstruct the values of the variables
that occur in the partial assignment corresponding to
the vertex fixed by the branching representation. Such a
modified P which evaluates the branching representation
can be run reversibly, as the Grover predicate to realize
the search over all possible branch representation strings.
We will refer to this string as the advice string, as it,
intuitively, advises the search algorithm which branching
choices to make.

Now, to translate the branching representation to
variable values, again intuitively, we must follow the
path in the search tree, and for this, we will uti-
lize the (reversible) implementations of the operations
ch1(v), ch2(v, b), chNo(v), to trace the path. This is eas-
ily done reversibly if we are allowed to store each partial
assignment along the path. But with the size constraints
we face, realizing an efficient predicate is a less trivial
task. We nonetheless later show that this is possible in
some cases.

In the case of backtracking-based algorithms, we also
require sufficient space to represent each vertex uniquely.
Aside from this, the space requirements stem form the
implementation of the walk operator, and from the im-
plementation of the quantum phase estimation subrou-
tine Appendix B 2. The latter cost we prove can be done
logarithmically in the natural representation size, so can
safely be ignored.24

We identified two subroutines as the bottleneck for a
space-efficient realization of the quantum walk operator.
The first is the construction of a unitary which takes a
vertex specification on input (and an appropriate amount
of ancillas initialized in a fiducial state), and produces
(the same vertex, due to reversibility), and its children.
The second subroutine is the same as in the Grover-based
case: we need means of detecting whether a vertex sat-
isfies the predicate P in whichever representation it is
given. In principle, the subroutines which detect whether

ble paths in trees with no more than br branchings. This suffices
to uniquely specify a leaf, but as elaborated earlier, contains
multiple specifications for a single leaf, if it occurs on a path
with fewer branchings (the remaining choices are then simply
ignored).

24 Note, a linear dependence would not immediately prohibit the
application of a hybrid method, but it would cause a multiplica-
tive decrease in the effective size of the instance we can handle,
i.e. our usable work space would effectively become a fraction of
what it could be.

a vertex is satisfying in some representation may be very
different than subroutines which generate children speci-
fications. However, in every case we discuss in this paper,
the detection of satisfying vertices given in the branch-
ing representation will be implemented by essentially se-
quentially going through the entire path, in an appro-
priate representation. For this reason, the methods that
we present for Grover-based search in the branching rep-
resentation can readily be used for backtracking-based
search. We note that the sizes of the natural, and the
branching representation constitute two main parame-
ters, effective size measures, associated with a problem
instance, which determine the quantum space and time
complexities.

Except for the near-trivial example in Section IV A,
where search in the natural space is possible, and in Sec-
tion IV B where we establish more involved trade-offs,
we will provide particularly efficient schemes in terms of
time complexity. These achieve linear space complexities
in the size of either the natural representation size or
in terms of the branching representation sizes for all the
routines discussed above. Also they can be applied both
in the Grover-based and backtracking cases. Additional
sub-linear space contributions are effectively negligible:
since we assume quantum computers that are propor-
tional the instance size, so κn, so we can simply sacrifice
any arbitrary sized fraction εn of κn (so decreasing κ by
an arbitrarily small ε) for all sub-linear space require-
ments.

With a full understanding of what parameters of the
sub-instances influence space and query complexities of
the quantum algorithms we consider, we can now focus
on the overall tree decomposition, and identify settings
where it all can be made to provide simple criteria for
quantifiable speed-ups. These we will then exemplify in
later sections.

D. Speed-up criteria: special cases

To achieve more simple expressions in this section we
will introduce a number of assumptions. One of the main
assumptions is that the effective size of the quantum com-
puter can be expressed as κ′n, given a κn sized device; in
other words, that the space complexity of our algorithms
is linear in n, where n quantifies the relevant problem
size measure. In the beginning of this section n will refer
to the natural instance size (and thus the tree height),
but later we will show how it can also quantify branching
numbers.

Given a κ′n effective size quantum computer, the
search tree decomposition will then produce a cut-off
points at each vertex where the vertex effective size n
(br) is below κ′n.

To achieve polynomial speed-ups resulting sub-trees
must be exponential (on average, relative to the extended
decomposition, which normalizes according to the num-
ber of leaves of the top tree T0), i.e. in Θ∗(2λn), where
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speed-ups are achieved using backtracking for any λ, and
using Grover if λ > 1/2, or if λ > br/2 in the case the
branching representation is used.

To make this more concrete we can consider a set-
ting where exponential subtrees are guaranteed and their
computation is easy, i.e. when the are trees are uniform
at scale dictated by κ′n.

For the weakest case, where the space complexity of
the quantum algorithm we consider is governed by n –in
the natural representation– we have the following setting.

We will say that a fully balanced tree (meaning all
paths from root to leaf are length n) tree T is uniformly
dense with density larger than λ at scale ηn, if all the sub-
trees T ′ of height higher than ηn (i.e. all trees with a root
at a vertex v of T ′ at a level higher than n − ηn, which
contain all the descendants of v at distance no more than
ηn from v) satisfy T ′ ∈ Θ(2ληn).

In this case, if η is matching the effective size of the
quantum computer so η = κ′, we get a polynomial speed-
up for all densities λ for backtracking, and whenever
λ > 1/2 for Grover-based search whenever we have ac-
cess to a quantum computer with effective size κ′n (and,
we assume κ′ is proportional to κ).

The proof is essentially obvious, since all the trees are
exponentially sized by assumption.

The definition of such strictly uniform trees can be fur-
ther relaxed, by allowing that just a 1/poly(n) fraction
of the sub-trees beginning at level n−ηn is exponentially
sized with the exponent λ, and by somewhat freeing the
size of the top tree T′ (we essentially only need that this
tree is not too large), and still obtain a polynomial im-
provement. Again if η = κ′, we get polynomial speed-ups
when κ′ is proportional to κ.

Since the effective size is κ′n, for uniform trees we ob-
tain a search tree decomposition, where we cut at level
(instance size given by height) n−κ′n. The obtained trees
are of size height κ′n, and by assumption, 1/poly(n) of

the trees are exponentially sized (i.e. are in Θ∗(2κ
′λn)).

But then the worst case average size is given with
2λκ

′n/poly(n) which is still exponential. With this we
satisfy all the assumptions of the Theorem III.1 and con-
clude polynomial improvements. But in this case we can
be more precise about the achieved improvement. From
the proof of Theorem III.1, Eq. (10) the hybrid query
complexity can be upper bounded with T0(1 + 2Avgq)
where Avgq is given with Avgq =

∑
j Φ(Tj)/J

Here Φ(Tj) is the quantum query complexity on the jth

sub-tree. Note, here we assume that we can meaningfully
bound the quantum query complexity as some function of
the tree size. If we are using backtracking since the trees
are exponentially large we have that Φ(Tj) = Θ∗((Tj)

1/2).
In the case of Grover’s search, we will have meaningful
statements of this type when the tree sizes are exponen-
tial in depth (so Tj = Θ(2λn

′
)), with exponent λ > 1/2.

By the same proof, Avgq is maximized when Ti =∑
j Tj/J, for all i, in which case

Avgq = Θ(2λκ
′n/2/poly(n)),

which is dominated by Θ(2λκ
′n/2).

TH = O∗(T0(2
λκ′/2n) (11)

= O∗(2(κ′/2+(1−κ′))λn) = O∗(2(1−κ′/2)λn) (12)

which is a polynomial improvement over the classical
strategy which obtains

TH = Ω∗(2λn) (13)

(recall, the asterisk denotes we omit polynomial terms).
As noted earlier, in the above analysis, if we use

Grover’s search, then Φ(Tj) = min(2λκ
′n, 2κ

′n/2), in
which case we only obtain a speed-up if λ > 1/2.

However, in Subsection IV B we will encounter a set-
ting where although the tree is quite uniform it is not
sufficiently uniform relative to the natural measure – the
tree height. However, it is uniform relative to the branch-
ing number measure. We can easily adapt the uniformity
definition to this case.

We will say that a tree T is uniformly dense at branch-
ing level ηn, if all the sub-trees T ′ for which we have
br(T ′) ≥ ηn (i.e. all trees with a root at a vertex v of T
which have no more than br branches in any branch, and
we consider largest such trees) satisfy T ′ ∈ Θ(2ληn).

Now, if we have access to algorithms whose space com-
plexity is linear in the branching size measure, given a κ′n
effective quantum computer size – now, relative to the
branching size, meaning we can handle instances with κ′n
branchings –, if the trees are uniformly dense at branch-
ing level ηn, with ηn ≤ κ′n, we can run the quantum
subroutines on exponentially sized subtrees and a similar
analysis holds. But this time, Grover’s approach yields
speed-ups whenever br/2 < λ. Although these results are
seemingly very similar, the latter setting allows us to in
general, start search much earlier as br ≤ n, and indeed,
it can be much smaller. Furthermore, in some cases, the
distribution of branch cuts is not (guaranteed to be) uni-
form with respect to the natural size n, which prevents
naive algorithms to be successful.

In the next sections, we provide examples of both cases:

• an example where the effective size n plays a role,
in the context of k-SAT formulas for large k and
uniform trees, with speed-ups obtained via Grover-
based search (λ > 1/2) and backtracking (Sec-
tion IV A);

• an example where the number of maximal branches
br plays a role, with speed-ups the branching num-
ber measure (Section IV B).

Additionally, we provide in Appendix D an example
where backtracking provably provides better hybrid per-
formances than Grover (essentially, because the trees are
dense, allowing speed-up, but not maximally dense, so
backtracking is better) for the Hamiltonian cycle prob-
lem, building on prior work [1].
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IV. HYBRID SPEED-UPS FOR TREE SEARCH
IN SATISFIABILITY PROBLEMS

In this section we provide examples of when various
types of speed-ups are attainable using the hybrid tree-
search-based framework we introduced in previous sec-
tions.

A. Algorithm-independent improvements under
the strong ETH

As previous analyses have suggested, the simplest and
best setting for hybrid divide and conquer approaches
is when the underlying trees are essentially everywhere
maximally dense.

In this case we can provide the simplest hybrid algo-
rithm which still beats the best possible classical algo-
rithm for k-SAT (where k is large), under a well-known
(albeit disputed) hypothesis.

Let us write γk for the smallest γk ∈ [0, 1] such that
there exists a k-SAT randomized algorithm of complex-
ity O(2γkn). The Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis
(SETH) stipulates that the sequence of all the γk’s is
increasing, and limk→∞ γk = 1. Then γk can be made
arbitrarily close to 1. In other words, this also means the
best possible classical algorithm is close to brute-force
search, which is itself a divide-and-conquer algorithm,
for large k.

We can apply the hybrid approach to brute-force
search as classical algorithm, and Grover’s search as
quantum subroutine, with access to a κn-qubits quantum
computer. As we show in the Appendix B 1, we can im-
plement Grover-based, brute-force search for SAT solving
over n−variable formulas using n+O(1) space, meaning
that, asymptotically the effective size of the problem we
can handle is κ′n with κ = κ′. The result is a hybrid al-
gorithm of time complexity O∗(2(1−κ/2)n) for k-SAT for
every k ∈ N.

But then by SETH, for every κ > 0 there exists a k
s.t. γk > 1 − κ/2, which implies a polynomial speed-up
over any classical algorithm. In summary we have the
following result.

Theorem IV.1 Under the Strong Exponential Time Hy-
pothesis, for every classical algorithm for k-SAT and for
every κ > 0 (such that we are given access to a κn-qubits
quantum computer), there exists a k such that we ob-
tain a speed-up for the hybrid divide-and-conquer algo-
rithm based on classical brute-force search and Grover’s
algorithm. In other words, the hybrid divide-and-conquer
approach can offer an anlgorithm-independent speed-up
under SETH.

To connect to the previous discussions on uniform trees,
SETH guarantees that the trees of any tree-search based
algorithm for k−SAT will, become arbitrarily dense
(close to λ = 1), at every constant scale κn, for large
enough k.

B. Threshold-free speed-ups in PPSZ tree search
for special formulas

In this section, we provide first settings in which hy-
brid, threshold free speed-ups are possible for PPSZ tree
search, which, as we mentioned, is at the core of the best
known classical exact SAT solvers. The computation-
ally intensive center of the PPSZ algorithm is the PPSZ
tree search subroutine which takes on input an ordered
formula F (see Algorithm 2), then sequentially either re-
solves the next variable by a resolution, or it branches on
that given variable. In the background Section II, we dis-
cussed two variants of the algorithm depending on which
resolution is used: unit resolution (applicable when the
formula F underwent s-bounded resolution first), or s-
implication, which makes pre-processing redundant, but
the reduction rule more complicated as unit resolution is
replaced by s-implication.

For the moment, we shall restrict our analysis to the
s-implication variant, for reasons which will be clarified
shortly. Nonetheless, all the results we will present in this
section can be amended to work for unit resolution as well
(how to do unit resolution space efficiently in general is
discussed in the Appendix C 4).

a. Characterizing the search trees The PPSZ tree
search generates trees which can be characterized by the
guaranteed run times of the algorithm. Specially, as dis-
cussed in the Appendix A, a random permutation of the
ordering of any k−CNF formula, with constant probabil-
ity, generates an ordered instance satisfying the following:

There exists a constant γk such that, if satisfying as-
signments exist, then there exists a path from the root
to a satisfying assignment which contains no more than
γkn branches. We will call such paths good paths, and
orderings which have good paths, good orderings..

This property yields the advertised upper bounds on
the conventional PPSZ algorithms, as a random choice of
branches has a Ω(2−γkn) probability of hitting a satisfy-
ing assignment, which by repetition ensures an O∗(2γkn)
Monte Carlo algorithm. Our objective is to provide a
hybrid algorithm which achieves a better provable upper
bound, threshold-free.

The limit of γkn implies a number of properties rele-
vant for our purposes; first and foremost, this implies that
we may assume that the search tree is of the size 2γkn

– note, the branching number does not prohibit much
smaller trees (it does larger), but if better bounds could
be proved this would immediately imply a backtracking
algorithm for k−SAT which beats the PPSZ Monte Carlo
approach. Since no such algorithm is known, we assume
the trees are of size Θ∗(2γkn).

This all suggests that if speedups are obtainable, they
will be obtainable by a Grover-based method as well; re-
call, Grover achieves the same upper-bound performance
as backtracking if the bound on the tree size is given
by the exponential of maximal number of branches, as
discussed in Section II D 1. These observations charac-
terize what we can expect from of quantum tree search
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algorithms run on the entire problem.
Next we move our focus to the hybrid setting, where

we need to keep track of space complexity as well, and
of the overall tree structure. Since PPSZ is a simple tree
search algorithm over partial assignments, the natural
instance size is the number of variables which have not
yet been set.

It is relatively easy to construct quantum Grover-based
and backtracking algorithms which achieve a linear space
complexity in this quantity. In this case, the cut-off point
in the search tree decomposition happens at vertices cor-
responding to some number of variables not yet resolved.
However this will not suffice for threshold-free improve-
ments.

The problem is the following: while the number of
branches is γkn, along a path from the root to an as-
signment, there is no guarantee on where along the path
they occur. Indeed, since the formula simplifies as vari-
ables are set, it is more likely branches occur earlier on,
and it is possible all branches are used up first, leav-
ing a formula with n − γkn variables, which is trivial
from this point. So to achieve speed-ups in this scenario,
our quantum device must be able to handle instances of
size at least κ′n > (1 − γk)n, hence the approach is not
threshold-free.

There are two obvious approaches one may attempt to
circumvent this issue and achieve threshold-free speed-
ups. First, one could prove that, for a relevant family
of formulas, the branches remain sufficiently dense along
the entire path; specifically, it would suffice to show that
there exist good paths, for every κ′, the last κ′n steps in
the path before the satisfying assignment is hit, contain
at least some γκ′ ∈ O(1) branches.25 This would imply
that the corresponding sub-trees are still exponential (for
every κ′), which suffices for a speed-up using Grover-
based methods or backtracking with a straightforward
method.

The second method, which we employ here, is to con-
struct algorithms that work in the branching represen-
tation, discussed in Section II D 1, and achieve linear
space-efficiency in the remaining number of branches.
Since branches directly dictate the (exponential) tree
size, starting the algorithm at a point with some-fraction-
of-n branches remaining, will guarantee all the proper-
ties we highlighted in the main theorem III.1, and more
specifically, render the PPSZ case a uniform tree case
relative to the branching cuts, as described in section
III D. However, coming up with reversible implementa-
tions of PPSZ traversal, whose space efficiency depends
on the branching numbers (and time-efficiency is sub-
exponential) is more complicated.

At this point let us be more precise. We are looking for
reversible algorithms (circuit) which a) compute the chil-

25 For instance, this would hold true if the sub-instances, corre-
sponding to the κ′n-variable restricted formulas, were shown to
still contain the hard (smaller) instances for PPSZ.

dren for any vertex of the PPSZ search tree in the branch-
ing representation, and b) which can decide whether a
vertex specified in the branching representation is satis-
fying or a contradiction. These elements would suffice to
implement the walk operator (see Section II D 1). What
complicates the realization of such subroutines is, as we
discussed previously in Section III C, branching choices,
i.e. the values of guessed variables alone, do not map
trivially to individual variable values. For example, a
node’s label 111 ∗ ∗, i.e. the first three guessed variables
have all been set to 1, should first be converted into a
partial assignment to the variables, before we can com-
pute its children. Note, otherwise we do not even know
which variable is the first guessed variable, so we must
compute the s-implications to find out. An obvious so-
lution is to compute all implications and store the real
values, but this violates the objective of using less mem-
ory than what the natural representation allows. Since,
as mentioned, Grover-based search will already achieve
speed-ups over a classical strategy, we tackle the above
problem in this context.

We define the problem we call s-implication with ad-
vice (SIA), which is intuitively and implicitly defined as
follows (formally given in the Appendix E). Given a fixed
formula F , an algorithm solving SIA takes on input an
advice string of size Sadv, specifying which branching
choices will be made, once there is a need for them. The
algorithm considers the path realized in an s-implication-
resolution based process in the tree specified by F and
outputs: 0, if at any stage a contradiction is reached, or
if more branches are encountered than the advice length;
1, if the path ends with a satisfying assignment. Such
an algorithm will utilize a Sadv-sized advice register for
the choices, and ideally no-more than o(n) ancillas (al-
though, low-prefactor linear scaling is also acceptable as
explained in Section III C). While these criteria are eas-
ily met in an irreversible computation, critically, it must
be realized reversibly under these conditions, as in this
case we achieve Grover-based search, by searching over
the advice register.

Obtaining o(n) space is not trivial for the problems we
consider. In particular, we claim without proof, the rou-
tines required to implement PPSZ are often P-complete
under logspace reductions. This can be shown based on
the s-implication and unit resolutions involved in the var-
ious versions of PPSZ (and thus also in the implemen-
tations of the quantum random walk operators). It is
still an open problem whether o(n) space, poly-time al-
gorithms exists for P-complete problems [23, Section 5.4],
but lower bounds on pebbling approaches [24] give a pes-
simistic impression. Therefore, an approach that focuses
on identifying classes of formula which admit genuine hy-
brid speedups seems justified.

Accordingly, in Appendix E, we give a partial solu-
tion to this: a reversible algorithm for SIA, which works
for a special class of formulas – those of bounded index
width. For a given Boolean formula F and a variable
ordering ~x, we defined the index-width iw(F ) of a for-
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mula to be the largest difference between two indices
of variables in a clause of the formula F , i.e. iw(F ) =
maxC∈F maxxi,xj∈C |i− j|.

Specifically, we provide an algorithm which has poly-
nomial runtime, and space complexity Sadv + Sw, where
Sadv is the advice-string register, and Sw = log2(n/w)w+
O(polylog(n)), for any k−CNF formula, see Appendix E.
We do so by providing a frugal, reversible implementation
of SIA, and then by this computation into n/w blocks of w
variables and by applying Bennett’s reversible pebbling
strategy on those blocks [25].

Before giving the complexity theoretic analysis of the
hybrid method obtained by using the SIA algorithm
above, we highlight a few facts.

First, the property of bounded index width is an order-
dependent property. Randomising the variable order
shatters this, and consequently our result does not di-
rectly imply speed-ups for PPSZ-proper, just for the tree-
search part. To raise our results for full PPSZ speed-ups,
certain results showing that low index width orderings
are good orderings (yielding the guaranteed low branch-
ing number), which is likely but as of yet unproven.

At this point, we can justify our special interest in
s−implication over unit resolution; the overall PPSZ al-
gorithm, given a bounded-index width formula on input
may perform the first run of the tree search, without
permuting the variables (this can of course fail, and per-
muting ensues but this is beside our current point). If we
utilize s-implication, the formula is otherwise used as-is,
and the process of resolutions and branching can just re-
duce the initial index width. In contrast, the PPSZ algo-
rithm built around unit resolution, begins by performing
bounded s−resolution and this process can dramatically
increase the index width.

Second, bounded index width formulas have special-
ized SAT-solving algorithms with best run-time to our
knowledge Ω(2wpoly(n)). We will discuss the conse-
quences shortly but for the moment we just focus on
beating known PPSZ tree search bounds in these spe-
cial cases. Next we continue with complexity theoretic
analysis of the hybrid algorithm with SIA.

Consider first the setting where the index width is sub-
linear, w ∈ o(n). In this case, the space complexity is
sub-linear (barring the advice), which means that given a
κn-sized quantum computer, we can turn to the quantum
strategy the moment κ′n guesses remain with κ′ > κ+ ε,
for every ε > 0 (we reserve εn memory to hold the o(n)
ancillas).

From this point on, we instantiate the discussion re-
garding uniform trees with respect to branching cuts dis-
cussed in section III D.

We can assume that the sub-trees are exponentially
sized, of size Θ∗(2κ

′n) (as this quantity is used as the
upper bound on the time complexity of the classical al-
gorithm, which we are trying to outperform), and we

obtain a full quadratic sped-up run-time of O∗(2κ
′n/2)

on the same subtrees.
The top part of the tree has size O∗(2(γk−κ′)n) (as

tree sizes are dictated by branching choices), and by
our previous analyses, this yields a hybrid run-time of
O∗(2(γk−κ′/2)n). (when κ′ < γk, otherwise we obtain a
full quadratic speed-up). All in all, in terms of κ, we ob-
tain O∗(2(γk−(ακ−ε)/2)), were α = κ′/κ is the coefficient
from the space efficiency of SIA, and ε is an arbitrary
small constant used to handle o(n)−sized ancillary reg-
isters.

We note that interesting examples of bounded index-
width formulas (with connections to statistical physics)
arise when one consider restrictions of the 3-SAT prob-
lem. One example of such problem is Lattice SAT (3-
SAT on a lattice, with

√
n ∈ o(n) bounded index width),

which is formally defined and proved to be NP-complete
in Appendix G.

At this point, we return to the fact that for bounded
index width formulas have specialized SAT-solving algo-
rithms with best run-time of Ω(2wpoly(n)) [26]. In the
case that w ∈ o(n), we can decide the very satisfiability
of the given formula in subexponential time.

In other words, in the PPSZ process, it is much more
efficient (in terms of upper bounds) to actually solve
SAT the moment we encounter a formula with a sub-
linear index width, than to continue with PPSZ search.
Switching from the tree-search process to a specialized
solver is of course no longer the PPSZ, but a new al-
gorithm whose properties are uncharacterized (but not
worse than PPSZ). Consequently, technically, our pre-
vious results still entail an improvement over the basic
PPSZ tree search. However, it is of course interesting
to see if settings can be identified where switching to a
bounded-index-width specialized algorithm actually con-
stitutes a bad choice, and our hybrid strategy is best in
general. We provide this in the next section.

1. When hybrid quantum PPSZ search improves over
known classical algorithms

To defeat bounded-index-width specialized algorithms,
we consider index widths which are linear in n. As shown
in Appendix E, it is possible to implement s-implication
with advice (SIA) reversibly using total space Sadv +Sw,
where Sw = log2(n/w)w + O(polylog2(n)) (the ancillary
space needed for reversible SIA), and where Sadv is the
size of advice itself. For all w, the runtime of this sub-
routine is polynomial in n, and the runtime of the overall
quantum algorithm, which solves the subtree by explor-
ing the advice string space, is O(2Sadv/2 × poly(n)). In
contrast, a classical algorithm can decide SAT on formu-
las of index with w in time O(2w×poly(n)) [26]. It is also
unlikely they can do much better than this: in the case
w = n, achieving a bound better than O∗(2cn), for some
constant c > 0, would violate the exponential time hy-
pothesis (ETH); here we assume this also holds for index
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widths which are fractions of n.26 It will be convenient
to fix w = ζn (note ζ is a constant). In this case, we
can identify a regime in which the quantum search over
the advice string is still faster than solving SAT on the
formula. This is the case whenever Sadv/2 is less than w,
as these are the exponents of the exponential part of the
run time of the respective algorithms. However, we must
still ensure that the quantum algorithm can be run at all.
So, a part of the overall memory available must be split
between the advice string, and the memory required to
solve SIA with advice. We set Sadv = βκn for β ∈ (0, 1),
and the remainder of the memory of (1−β− ε)κn qubits
is spent as ancillary memory for the SIA subroutine. We
introduce the buffer ε > 0 (which can be set arbitrar-
ily small), to account for any polylogarithmic memory
requirement provided n is large enough, i.e. for any ζ,
the O(polylog2(n)) work space can be fit in the εκn-sized
available register. Other memory requirements are also
not more than polylog, so fit in the ε-buffer. In summary
we have that:

• Since to process w = ζn-index width formula we
need log(1/ζ)ζn bits, and since we allocated (1 −
β − ε)κn to this purpose we have that

log(1/ζ)ζ ≤ (1− β − ε)κ (14)

• The exponents of the run-times of the quantum and
classical algorithms are βκn/2 (Grover speed-up)
and ζcn, respectively, so it must hold that

βκ < 2cζ. (15)

For our purposes, it suffices to show that for every κ,c,
there exist a β, ζ pair for which both conditions hold.

First, we fix a β, to some (small) value β′. Next, find
ζ satisfying Eq. (14); note such a ζ exists as log(1/ζ)ζ
decreases in ζ, when ζ is small enough, converging to
zero. Note, if Eq. (14) holds for β = β′ it also holds for
any smaller β. Then choose β ≤ β′ such that Eq. (15) is
satisfied, which can be done by choosing β small enough.

This guarantees the existence of regions in the space
set by the advice size (controlled by β) and index width
(controlled by ζ) with polynomial speed-ups (for a given
κ). However, there are no guarantees that the PPSZ
process is guaranteed to generate formulas which will fall
in this region, as discussed shortly.

We note that, instead of running Grover’s search over
an advice string, the same algorithms can be utilized to
perform quantum backtracking over the same trees, as we
briefly announced previously. The backtracking tree cor-
responds to sub-formulas as usual, where a node has one
child if it is s-implied, and two children if it is guessed.

26 Furthermore, under the strong ETH, c approaches 1 for large
clause sizes (k in k−SAT).

Determining children corresponds to the step SIAB (see
the appendix), and the evaluation of the leaves (final sat-
isfiability) will actually involve running the entire scheme
developed for the Grover-based approach. The advan-
tage here is that we will only explore the actual tree,
but this does not provide a better theoretical speed up
as the classical bounds assume a full tree. However, the
downside is that the walk operator utilizes two copies of
the search space, and search-space-sized ancillary regis-
ter so we would have a reduction of the available space
by a factor of 4 (see the construciton of the walk opera-
tor in Appendix C 3); this nonetheless allows for regions
of threshold-free polynomial speed-ups (κ would be re-
placed with κ/4 in the above analysis). This would lead
to smaller improvements in the upper bounds (i.e. ignor-
ing the speed-ups from exploring smaller trees), but may
overall be more efficient in practice. We note that this
pre-factor of 4 can probably be further improved.

a. Putting it together In a hybrid run of PPSZ-
proper, which calls PPSZ tree search on order-
randomized instances, the algorithm based on the ob-
servations above would keep track of of the current sub-
formula. Then, it would switch to the quantum sub-
routine whenever the constraints for speed-ups, depend-
ing on the advice size (which is equal to the number of
guesses remaining before γkn guesses have been used up),
and index width can be satisfied. Unfortunately, it is not
the case that all the subtrees (for all initial formulas) will
necessarily end up in the regions satisfying the criteria,
while the subtrees are still exponentially sized.27 When
they are, we will obtain a polynomial speed-up on that
subtree, but this must occur for a constant fraction of the
trees, to achieve an overall polynomial speed-up. This is
true even if the initial formula is of bounded-index width,
which is convenient as index width can only decrease, as
index width, and number of guesses remaining can de-
crease at different rates.

More problematically, as mentioned PPSZ must ran-
domize the ordering a few times, and generically, this
ensures that the index width will be approaching n as
the number of clauses increases (if variables are assigned
uniform at random from the set of possible indices, then
the average distance of two random variables is n/4, so
the index width will be at least this with high proba-
bility). Thus even if the original formula was of a given
suitable index width (depending on κ), the PPSZ process
will shatter this with high probability. In other words,
the above results cannot be used as stated to provide
better theoretical bounds, although, in practice, we can
easily detect when we do reach trees where the quantum
method is better, and at least never perform worse than
the classical algorithm

27 The formulas will become eventually small enough but if number
of guesses decreases earlier than the index width, we may end up
with trivial trees; in this case, interestingly, PPSZ will be faster
than the upper bounds on index-width-specialized SAT solver.
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We remind the reader that in the cases we do not care
about the initial formula being of bounded index width,
it is more efficient to use s-resolution as pre-processing,
followed by performing unit resolution rather than s-
implication. In general, the above examples show that
for some classes of formulas sufficiently efficient imple-
mentations of SIA are possible, in the cases of bounded
index width. Similar results may be obtainable for pla-
nar formulas. This is interesting as planarity does not
depend on the variable order, so will not be obstructed
by the randomized order introduced by PPSZ. However,
again for planar formulas, we have sub-exponential al-
gorithms with runtime O(2

√
n), so PPSZ is not the best

choice to begin with. Whether a space-and-time efficient
algorithm for SIA exists for a family of formulas which
a) is not violated by the PPSZ process (so the restricted
subformulas are in the class for any variable order) and
b) there is no obviously more efficient algorithm for any
of the members of the family than PPSZ remains an open
question.

V. DISCUSSION

The previous results constitute settings where we could
obtain speed-ups for well characterized cases. In this
discussion section, we consider the applicability of the
hybrid method to the DPLL algorithm, and briefly dis-
cuss the consequences of polynomial time cut-offs, and
alternative scalings, and finally, the limitations of hybrid
methods.

A. Potential for DPLL speed-ups

In [3], Montanaro has demonstrated how quantum
backtracking can be used to speed-up basic DPLL algo-
rithms, which utilize just unit rule and pure literal rule
resolution methods. This suffices for polynomial speed-
ups whenever the search trees are exponentially large,
and the satisfying solution does not exist, or appears late
in the search order in the classical algorithm.28 However,
to achieve improvements in hybrid settings, with a κn-
sized quantum computer, we have additional criteria on
the structure of the tree and the algorithm as discussed
in detail previously. This makes matters more compli-
cated for DPLL. In general, there is less theory for DPLL
we could apply to these questions in comparison to the
PPSZ method. Nonetheless, we can at least resolve some
of the technical concerns regarding the subroutnes. In
Appendix C, we provide space-efficient implementations
of quantum backtracking for pure literal rule and the unit
rule, which suffice to obtain essentially linear space com-
plexity with respect to the natural instance size (number

28 More precisely, we require that the effective explored trees, as
discussed in Section III are exponentially sized.

of free variables). In this case, any set of formulas which
generate dense sub-formulas at depth κ′n (where κ′n is
the effective quantum computer size) can be sped-up in
a hybrid scheme. At present, we can only state that this
is guaranteed (under SETH) k-CNF formulas (for high
k), as explained in Section IV A. However, as character-
izations of the lower bounds of DPLL trees improve, it
is possible we obtain provable speed-ups for interesting κ
ratios, if not threshold free.

Using the same methods we provided for s-implication
with advice for bounded-index width formulas, we can
also provide equally space efficient algorithms for space
efficient unit-resolution-with-advice for the same set of
formulas. The same can be generalized for the pure literal
rule as well. As stated earlied, we can implement all
these algorithms in the quantum backtracking setting,
achieving speed-ups in terms of the tree size, whereas
branching number just determines the space complexity.
In this case, we could employ the quantum algorithm
earlier, depending not on the natural instance size, but
rather, on the number of branches like in PPSZ. However,
the problem is that in the case of DPLL we have no
meaningful upper bounds on the needed advice size. This
can cause false negatives: if the quantum algorithm is
utilized too early, we will run out of advice even if there
exists a path to a satisfying assignment. Since running
the search still constitutes an exponential effort (in the
advice string size), we cannot simply run the algorithm
at each vertex of the tree. Nonetheless, this approach
may offer a path to viable heuristic for the classes of
formulas where we have a reasonable upper bound on
the number of branches, or additional information on the
tree structure – since DPLL is predominantly a heuristic
method, such a result is fitting.

We end our discussion on the hybrid method for DPLL
by considering an additional constraint: real world con-
siderations, specifically that all the run-times are poly-
nomially bounded.

1. DPLL in the poly-domain

In practice, DPLL is often used as a heuristic, on for-
mulas for which it can find a satisfying assignment with
high probability in polynomial time.

In this subsection, we consider the possible conse-
quences of obtaining small polynomial improvements
over classical DPLL with polynomial cut-offs using a hy-
brid, or fully quantum method. The problem is: in the
poly-world, poly-overheads, which we ignored in all pre-
vious considerations, matter.

For some c > 0, we define a polynomial cutoff for
DPLL to be a polynomial size limit nc for the subtree
explored by DPLL for an arbitrary formula. On such
a subtree, classical DPLL will take C = poly1(n) · nc
time to terminates, while our hybrid DPLL will take
Q = poly2(n) · nαc, where α ∈ [ 1

2 , 1) depends on the
shape of the subtree defined by the first nc vertices ex-
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plored by DPLL, and the size of the quantum computer
that we are given access to, and poly1(n) and poly2(n)
are the run-times of individual subroutines in involved
in one query of the classical and quantum algorithm, re-
spectively.

Note that in this setting, the size T ′ of the subtree
explored by the algorithm is much smaller than the size
of the whole search tree T , and therefore, we need to
exploit a variant of quantum backtracking, whose inner
working is explained in Appendix C 6.

The classical runtime is greater than the hybrid divide-
and-conquer runtime whenever C > Q, i.e.

poly2(n)

poly1(n)
< n(1−α)c,

so that our hybrid divide-and-conquer approach im-
proves on the classical runtime whenever c > β

1−α , where

β is such that poly2(n)
poly1(n) = nβ .

It would be interesting to estimate how the ratio
α ∈ [ 1

2 , 1) evolves depending on κ, for various ordering
of the vertices of the search tree (Depth-first search and
Breadth-first search in particular).

A careful reader may notice that numerous prob-
lematic assumptions have to be taken into account to
achieve, arguably, very small improvements. We point
out that this is all a consequence of our setting chosen
to enable us to provide clean statements about asymp-
totic speed-ups. In particular, it is for these reasons
that we assume that the quantum computer scales with
some quantity which can be used to characterize run
times and space efficiencies. This is the “natural in-
stance size”. However, one can easily switch to a less
demanding model. Let c(n) be the space complexity of
the fastest known quantum algorithm for the problem
class under considerations. If we assume that the quan-
tum computer is of the size κc(n), which is still smaller
than what we need to run the basic algorithm hence in-
teresting, stronger results may be possible, with the ex-
pense being a less clean, and more conditional, analysis.
Note that, in the real world, a QC will offer an advan-
tage in real-compute time, whenever it is used in a hybrid
setting and the quantum device achieves a real-compute-
time speed-up (not as a scaling statement, but in the
units of seconds), on the particular sub-instance. Real-
world analyses of speed-ups, for fixed instance sizes must
thus take into account real-world parameters.

However, at present we interested in the more theoret-
ical questions, and believe further improvements are still
possible in this much more stringent, and more general
model.

This leads us to the next section, which discusses the
general limitations on the speed-ups obtainable by the
the hybrid method.

B. Limitations of the hybrid approach and the
framework of networked smaller quantum devices

In the approaches we have explored, the best improve-
ment one can obtain given access to a fractionally smaller
quantum device is polynomial. This is not just a conse-
quence of the fact that we use quantum backtracking or
Grover’s search as the backbone of the speed-up (which
themselves only allow a quadratic improvement), as one
may think. It is also a consequence of the hybrid divide-
and-conquer setting; since the idea is to speed up the ex-
plorations of exponentially large trees by delegating sub-
trees of fractional height (say κ′n) to a quantum device,
by construction, we still rely on the classical algorithm
to explore the “top” (we denoted this tree T0 previously)
of the tree. This will generically take exponential time in
the fraction (1 − κ′)n which is still exponential in n. In
more detail, in the hybrid divide and conquer approach,
the total run-time essentially attains the form thybrid ∈
O∗(2γhn), with γh = ((1 − κ′)γc + κ′γq) in the case of
uniform trees where each (large enough) tree of height

n′ is of size 2γcn
′
. Here we assume γq dictates the rela-

tive speed of the quantum algorithm (e.g. the quadratic
speed-up of backtracking implies γq = γc/2. Even if the
quantum query complexity and runtime was exactly zero
(or, exponentially faster than the classical method), what

remains is O∗(2γc(1−κ
′)n)). This constitutes a just poly-

nomial speed up over tclassical = O∗(2γcn), which is the
classical runtime on the entire tree.

This we summarize in the following lemma given with-
out further proof.

Lemma V.1 The speed-up attainable by the hybrid di-
vide and conquer approach with a κ′-effective size quan-
tum computer is at best polynomial. The “speed-up”
is subquadratic or quadratic at best, i.e. it holds that
thybrid(n) ∈ O((tclassical(n)))1−α, where the degree of
speed-up α is bounded α ≤ κ′ (if the quantum algorithm
has polynomial run-time on the subtrees), and by α = 1/2
(i.e. quadratic improvement) otherwise (if a Grover-type
speed-up).

The limitation of the above approach is that the quan-
tum device gets used late in the game. Conceivably we
can imagine settings where the quantum computer takes
a more active role in the top of tree, or something simi-
lar. Indeed, beyond standard backtracking settings, bet-
ter speed-ups are also possible, under mild, yet unavoid-
able assumptions.

In what follows we will assume that the evaluation of
an arbitrary quantum circuit of size poly(n) on a clas-
sical computer takes exponential time. For concreteness
we assume that solving BQP-complete promise problems,
e.g. the problem of, for a given quantum circuit realizing
some unitary U , determining whether the measurement
outcome probability of one output qubit is 0 (of the regis-
ter in the state U |0〉n)), is either larger than 2/3 or below
1/3 (under the promise that it is one of the two), requires
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Ω∗(2γn) classical computing steps (ignoring polynomial
terms).29 This is the circuit output problem.

In this case it is trivial to construct pathological exam-
ples of computational problems where exponential speed-
ups can be attained given QC of size κ′n, by, essentially,
carefully (well, artificially, actually) choosing what the
natural notion of the instance size should be. For in-
stance, consider the circuit output problem, where the
quantum circuit is special: no gates act on (1 − κ′)n
wires. In this case obviously a QC of size κ′n allows for
a polynomial time solution, whereas the classical com-
puter, by assumption requires Ω∗(2κ

′γn) steps, which is
an exponential separation for any κ′.

While this example is obviously pathological, one can
easily imagine a more complicated yet related computa-
tion, where the n input bits are processed first by an
involved classical computation which produces a specifi-
cation of a quantum circuit on κ′n wires, and the output
of the overall computation is the output of that circuit.

This is an example of a broad spectrum of scenarios,
where a (fewer-qubit) quantum computation is called as
a subroutine of an over-arching classical computation.

One class of such computations are the hybrid ap-
proaches we investigate in this work. Another involve
settings where classical computations are broken down,
to distill the computationally hardest part, which is then
delegated to a quantum machine, see e.g. [27].

, although many other examples exist. It is also clear
that to obtain the best speed-ups, the quantum computer
should be used at wherever possible in the computation,
as is discussed in [28].

In what follows we consider a broad framework, the
main purpose of which is to connect our work to less-
than-obviously related works in quantum computing and
quantum machine learning, such as the ones we exempli-
fied above.

a. QuNets For our setting, we wish to capture a hy-
brid computational model which captures some of the
facets of the limitations that quantum computers face
in the near-term, namely size. We imagine access to a
k−qubit quantum device, and want to consider all com-
putations that can be run, when such a device is con-
trolled, and augmented by, a (large) classical computer.
This classical computer can pre-and-post process data,
in between possibly many calls to the quantum device.
In our model we will describe everything sequentially, al-
though it will be a natural question how this can be par-
allelized when many k-sized quantum machines, which
can communicate only classically, are available.

For the purposes of this paper we denote such a model
a QuNet, and with QuNet(n, k) (with other qualifiers,
described shortly) we denote the set of functions such a

29 Unless we assume that quantum computations cannot be sim-
ulated in polynomial time, no better than polynomial improve-
ments can be proved.

hybrid computation system can realize, given n-bit (clas-
sical) inputs and a k−qubit device. (The number of out-
put bits is specified when needed).

We highlight that models related to our own have been
explicitly and implicitly studied by other authors over
the last decades, under various names.30 Specific to our
setting, however, is the focus placed on the limitations of
the qubit numbers k, relative to the instance size n.

It makes sense to distinguish two types of QuNets:
adaptive (a-QuNet) and non-adaptive (QuNet). There
are many ways to formalize both models, here we pro-
vide one approach; we define the latter first.

Let cirqFk(~c) denote the family of randomized func-
tions, which take an input a bitstring ~c, which is a spec-
ification of a quantum circuit realizing some unitary U
over k qubits. The output of the function is some k-sized
bitstring ~o, occuring with probability |〈~o|U |0k〉|2. I.e. it
outputs what the quantum circuit would output.

QuNet(n, k) is then a (randomized) Boolean circuit,
with n input wires, an arbitrary number of ancilla wires,
where a standard Boolean gate-set is augmented with the
gate set cirqFk(~c), which take |~c| input classical wires,31

and output k wires.
Note a QuNet(n, k) captures the two previous ex-

amples where an exponential speed up between a fully
classical model (QuNet(n, 0)) and the genuine hybrid
QuNet(n, κ′n) is provable, assuming quantum comput-
ers are not efficiently simulatable.

In the above model, the quantum computation is used
essentially as a “black box”. But in principle, more inter-
action is possible, once partial measurements are allowed.
Here the classical computation can request that some of
the quantum wires be measured, and the rest of the cir-
cuit may depend on the outcome.

The a-QuNet captures this additional freedom. It is
easiest to characterize in a hybrid classical-quantum re-
versible circuit model common in quantum computing
(where single wires are quantum, double classical) [29].
We consider a (quantum-like) circuit of n classical input
wires, m other ancillary classical wires pre-set to zero,
and a quantum register of k quantum wires pre-set in
the state |0〉. We allow three types of gates: fully classi-
cal reversible gates (e.g. Toffoli and X – negation – will
suffice); standard quantum gates, acting only on the k
qubit wires; and CQ gates and QC gates. The CQ gates
are classically controlled quantum gates, i.e. a quantum
gate is applied depending on the state of a classical wire;
QC gates are measurements; a number of quantum wires
is measured in the computational basis, and the outcome
is xored with the value of some target classical wires,

30 For instance, the standard diagrammatic representation of cir-
cuits we can work with“double”, classical wires, which can be
classically processed, constitutes one such model [29, 30].

31 There are many ways how a bitstring may specify a circuit, and
how the circuit depth is encoded in the bitstring, but this is not
relevant for us. All that matters is that some encoding exists.
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matching in number. After measurement, we assume the
state of that particular quantum wire is again re-set to
|0〉.

It is not difficult to see that a-QuNets contain QuNets:
the measurements are done on all wires, and where we
note that any cirqFk(~c) gate can be implemented by us-
ing CQ gates. In terms of which functions they can re-
alize, the two models are clearly equivalent; in fact, if
complexity is not taken into account, the classical com-
putation can simulate the entire quantum computation
so indeed QuNet(n, 0) is already universal. However in
terms of efficiency and in other scenarios these two mod-
els can differ. For instance, a-QuNet captures error cor-
rection and fault-tolerant quantum computation proto-
cols, and also the measurement-based quantum comput-
ing paradigm [31], where classical feedback from quan-
tum measurements is extremely beneficial or assumed by
construction.

Further it makes sense to limit the sizes of classical and
quantum computations in both models, which allows for
a more fine-grained comparison. With QuNetx,y(n, k) we
denote the function family that can be realized using no
more than x gates (including the quantum functions),
and where the quantum circuits used use no more than
y gates (note in general y ∈ O(|~c|)). In the adaptive
model we can simply count the classical gates vs the QC
and CQ gates. Instead of particular values x and y can
denote function families, e.g. poly or exp, so x = poly is
a short hand for x = O(poly(n)).32

With complexity-theoretical considerations, the rela-
tionship between a-QuNet(n, k) and QuNet(n, k) is not
entirely clear, in that, in general, classical adaptivity may
reduce the number of quantum gates needed – it is well
known that any classical control can be raised to fully
quantum (with no classical feed-back), but at the expense
of more quantum wires. For instance in the case of an
algorithm using QPE to some precision ε, in many cases
it is known that one can perform most computations
using 1 ancillary wire adaptively33 (instead of log(1/ε)
ancillas which can be measured at once). In turn it is
not clear the same can be done non-adaptively, where at
each step the entire register must be measured, without
at least polylog(1/ε) multiplicative additional computa-
tional costs (see [32] for state-of-art approaches to single
qubit QPE).

More generally, to our knowledge, not much is known
about the costs of rewriting an adaptive circuit with par-
tial measurements as a circuit with complete measure-
ments without introducing ancillary qubits; but efficient
methods for this could simplify the execution of quan-
tum algorithms on small machines that are also limited
in coherence times. This topic goes beyond the scope of

32 Note that with these limitations the number of classical ancillas
we need to allow is also bounded by x+ y.

33 All that is required is that the ancillary qubit is measured, and
reset for the next step in QPE.

the present paper.

We finalize this section by highlighting the connections
between our hybrid model and other related lines of in-
vestigation, in the context of QuNets.

One example is our hybrid divide and conquer method,
where the corresponding QuNet(n, k) has a near-trivial
repeating structure as all quantum computations are of
the same type, tackling smaller problem instances gen-
erated by a classical pre-processing step (the ’top of
the tree’). In particular, previous results in the hy-
brid approach are examples of QuNetexp,exp(n, k) which
solve various NP-hard problems exactly, faster than their
classical counterparts. In the context of quantum an-
nealers, all schemes developed for the purpose of fit-
ting a larger computation on a fixed sized device (e.g.
see [33]) fit in this paradigm, and they ostensibly ‘get
more’ out of the device, however mostly in a heuristic
setting where little can be proved. These are examples
of QuNetpoly,poly(n, k) which tackle various NP-hard and
quantum chemistry problems heuristically. A relatively
recent paper that also focuses on getting the most out
of a smaller device utilizes data reduction, see [28]. In
all these examples, the computational problem is from a
classical domain, and the approach is to ‘quantize’ sub-
routines.

In an opposite vein, in [34, 35], the authors present
hybrid computations which compute the output of
a large quantum circuit (given on input), calling a
smaller quantum device. These are examples of a
QuNetexp,poly(n, k) which solves the problem of simu-
lating quantum computations. In this case, only the
number of calls to the quantum device, and the classical
processing is exponential, whereas the quantum circuits
are polynomially sized. Its obvious that constructing
QuNets with small k for some hard problem has NISQ-
appeal, and it is not clear what families of functions,
what complexity classes can be captured by this model.
Similarly the relationship between QuNets and e.g.
classical and quantum parallel complexity classes which
also care about splitting of the computation on multiple
units (however, not caring about the required space)
also remains to be clarified. At present coming up with
a structure, an QuNet algorithm for a target problem
may be difficult. In the domain of variational methods,
specifically applied to machine learning this problem
could be circumvented. Any such network where the
quantum circuits are externally parametrized is a valid
Ansatz for a parametrized approach to supervised
learning, or to generative modeling. In particular, such
networks generalize neural networks. Individual neurons
are replaced by a circuit, a subset of parameters of which
depend on the input values, and the remainder is free.
The free parameters play the role of tunable weights
in an artificial neuron. Ways to construct meaningful
QuNets for machine learning purposes of this type are a
matter of ongoing research.
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Appendix A: Proof of Proposition II.1

At the core of the performance of the PPSZ algorithm
for the k-SAT problem is an upper bound (γk + ε)n on
the number of variables which have to be guessed before
finding a satisfying assignment [15]. PPSZ is a random-
ized algorithm which can be understood as a stochastic
iterated tree traversal. In this work, we turn PPSZ into
a tree search algorithm (see Algorithm 2 for a descrip-
tion of this dncPPSZ algorithm) over a related tree de-
fined by truncating the branches which are more than
(γk + ε)n guesses away from the root. The size of the
truncated search tree generated by dncPPSZ is bounded
by O(2(γk+ε)n), as any tree with more than 2(γk+ε)n ele-
ments must contain a path from the root with more than
(γk + ε)n branchings.

In this section, we explain that our algorithm, which
explores such truncated tree for a given permutation π,
finds a satisfying assignment with high probability (if it
exists). To do so, we show that the satisfying assignment
exists in the truncated tree if and only if it exists in the
original one, as there are some guarantees on the success
probability of PPSZ after a pre-determined number of
guesses ((γk + ε)n to be specific).

PPSZ works as follows on k-SAT formulas f of n vari-
ables: given a permutation π on Var(F ) chosen uniformly
at random, PPSZ traverses the search tree generated by
π and F , and randomly guesses left or right when there
is a branching (i.e. when the current variable is not s-
implied).

We work under the promise that formulas have an
unique satisfying assignment. Write Guessed(F, π) for
the number of guesses made along the path from the root
to the node labelled by a satisfying assignment. Given
a permutation π, the probability that one iteration of
PPSZ finds the satisfying assignment is 2−Guessed(F,π).
We observe that the average success probability across
all permutations is

Eπ[2−Guessed(F,π)] ≥ 2−Eπ [Guessed(F,π)].

by Jensen’s inequality since the function x 7→ 2−x is con-
vex. The complexity analysis of this algorithm guaran-
tees the following.

Theorem A.1 Let s ∈ N. Let F be a k-SAT formula
defined on n variables. Let π be a permutation in Sn.

Then the probability that PPSZ returns a satisfying as-
signment with probability at least Ω(2−(γk+ε)n), where γk
is a constant which depends only on k.

The proof of the above relies on a lower bound on the
probability that a variable is forced. We refer the inter-
ested reader to [15, Theorem 1] for an example of proof
of this theorem.

From this theorem, it follows that the dncPPSZ algo-
rithm is correct: if we traverse the truncated tree, we find
a satisfying assignment, in the same runtime as the orig-
inal PPSZ. Moreover, we can show that, with a constant
probability, and for a random permutation, the tree will
have a satisfying assignment at no more than (γk + ε)n
branchings.

For a given permutation π, we consider the sub-tree
Tλ(π) obtained by truncating from the overall search
tree Tλ each branch which can only be attained after
more than λn guesses (i.e. branchings). The resulting
tree Tλ(π) is by construction such that |Tλ(π)| ≤ 2λn,
and it has a satisfying assignment if and only if a sat-
isfying assignment was attainable in no more than λn
guesses in the original tree, and therefore. We write
α(π) = |Tmin(π)|, where for a given permutation π, the
tree Tmin(π) is defined by the smallest λ such that Tλ(π)
contains a satisfying assignment.

Theorem A.1 implies that when given as input a for-
mula which is satisfiable, Eπ[α(π)] ∈ O(2(γk+ε)n). Using
Markov’s inequality, we observe that

Prπ

[
α(π) > 2(γk+ε)n

]
≤ Eπ[α(π)]

2(γk+ε)n
∈ O

(
1

2εn

)
,

meaning that with constant probability dncPPSZ the in-
duced search tree has a satisfying assignment at no more
than (γk + ε)n for a random permutation.

Appendix B: Space-efficient quantum subroutines
for tree search algorithms

In this section, we implement quantum subroutines for
tree search algorithms. We implement a space-efficient
Grover-based search for k-SAT, and then explain how to
efficiently implement Quantum Phase Estimation (QPE)
in the context of quantum backtracking.

1. Space-efficient formula evaluation oracles for
k-SAT

The naive implementation of Grover for k-SAT can be
done using n+m+ 2 qubits for a formula of n variables
and m clauses, including m + 1 ancilla qubits to eval-
uate each clause and their conjunction. The oracle Of
of Grover’s algorithm (see Figure 1, with p = m + 1)
can trivially be implemented by evaluating each clause
(each associated to an ancilla qubit) and storing the re-
sult in an ancilla qubit. Consider for example a clause
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|0〉anc /p

Of

· · ·

|0〉 /n H⊗n H⊗n 2|0n〉〈0n| − In H⊗n · · ·

|1〉 H · · ·

FIG. 1. Grover’s algorithm

|x〉 •
|y〉 •
|z〉 X • X

0 X |C(x)〉

FIG. 2. Näıve implementation of the evaluation of a clause

|0〉 /n • • · · · •
|0〉 U0 X U1 X · · · Ul

FIG. 3. Example of one qubit program of length l

C ≡ (¬x∨¬y∨z) ≡ ¬(x∧y∧¬z). It can be implemented
using a 3-qubit Toffoli gate, see Figure 2.

More efficient implementations are possible, with n
qubits for the input, 1 qubit for the phase-flip oracle
and a logarithmic or constant number of ancilla qubits
for formula evaluation. Previous work [36] have shown
that multi-controlled incrementers can be used to reduce
the ancilla count p from m+ 1 to blog(m)c+ 1, and an-
other method based on Fixed-Point Amplitude Amplifi-
cation [37] is provided, reducing the ancilla count p to
2.

In the present work, we exploit another space-efficient
quantum algorithm for formula evaluation, which only
uses 1 ancilla qubit, relying on prior work [38] which de-
fines an one-qubit program which computes any Boolean
function exactly: this program takes x as input and
the output of the measurement is f(x). This one-qubit
model, which alternates single-qubit unitaries and con-
trolled gates, can be seen as a quantum variant of Bar-
ringdon’s theorem [39]. Note that k-SAT formulas (which
are CNF formulas) correspond to depth-2 circuits.

We can use the one-qubit model to implement the or-
acle Of , using one ancilla qubit to apply single-qubit
unitaries and CNOT gates, controlled over the qubits of
the input (see Figure 3). We refer the interested reader
to [38, Sec. 4] for the details of the implementations of
the single-qubit unitaries of the one-qubit model.

The circuit for Grover’s algorithm is presented in Fig-
ure 1 (this time, p = 1). Using the one-qubit model for
formula evaluation to implement the oracle, we obtain
a space-efficient implementation of Grover which uses 1
qubit for each variable of the formula, 1 qubit for the
phase-flip oracle, and 1 qubit for formula evaluation, for
a total space complexity of n+ 2.

2. Space-efficient quantum phase estimation

The quantum backtracking framework which is used
in this paper relies on the Quantum Phase Estimation
(QPE) algorithm, a quantum algorithm which outputs a
t-bit estimate of the phase of its input with high probabil-
ity, an eigenvector and its unit operator. The canonical
implementation of QPE uses t qubits to produce its t-bit
estimate. In this section, we study a more space efficient
implementation of QPE for quantum backtracking, which
uses a counter up to t to distinguish the phase from 0.

Proposition B.1 There is an implementation of QPE
which checks whether the phase of the eigenvector (of
a given unitary U operating on m qubits) is equal to
zero with a t-bit precision using no more than p + 1 an-
cilla qubits, where p = dlog(t)e qubits are allocated for a
counter from 0 to t.

Proof: Consider the QPE circuit represented in Fig-
ure 4, which uses t ancilla qubits to obtain a t-bit esti-
mate of θ such that U |ψ〉 = e2iπθ|ψ〉, given |ψ〉 as input.

From the initial state |0〉⊗t|ψ〉, we apply the Hadamard
gate H to each qubit of the first register, obtaining
the state |+〉⊗t|ψ〉. We sequentially apply unitaries

U, . . . , U2t−1

, each controlled over one qubit of the first
register, obtaining the state

|ψ′〉 =
1√
2t

⊗
j

(
|0〉+ e2iπ2jθ|1〉

)
To this state, we apply H⊗t, obtaining the final state.

|ψf〉 =
1

2t

⊗
j

(
(1 + e2iπ2jθ)|0〉+ (1− e2iπ2jθ)|1〉

)
Let us write p0 for the probability that the t-bit esti-

mate that in the final state |ψf〉 of this circuit is b1 . . . bt =
0 . . . 0, so that p0 = |α0|2 where

α0 =
1

2t

∏
j

(
1 + e2iπ2jθ

)
Now, consider the circuit defined in Figure 5. It is a

more space-efficient implementation of QPE which only
detects whether the phase is equal to 0. It can be im-
plemented using dlog(t)e ancilla qubits, which add up to
the number of qubits on which U is defined.

This implementation stems from the following obser-
vation. Consider the QPE circuit which detects whether
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|0〉⊗pc /p inc inc |ι〉

|0〉 H • · · · H • |b1〉
...

...
...

|0〉 H · · · • H • |bt〉

|ψ〉 /m U · · · U2t−1

FIG. 4. In the dotted rectangle: circuit for QPE which determines whether the t-bit estimate of θ is null; full circuit: QPE
which also counts bits equal to 1.

|0〉⊗pc /p inc · · ·

|0〉a H • H • · · ·

|ψ〉 /m U2j · · ·

FIG. 5. Circuit determining whether the t-bit estimate of θ
is null, bit by bit, using an incrementer

the phase is equal to 0, to which we add an ancilla regis-
ter which counts up to t (requireing p = dlog(t)e qubits)
and gates which increment the counter whenever one of
the bits of the t-bit estimate is not equal to 0, as de-
picted in Figure 4. Since the counter is only increased
(and never decreased) throughout the computation, the
value of the counter is only non-zero in the final state if a
1 appeared in one of the bits. In other words, the counter
can only have a null value when the all zero state is the
t-bit estimate.

This observation leads us to the implementation of
a circuit which, for each j (1 ≤ j ≤ t), applies the
Hadamard gate H on an ancilla qubit a, followed by the

unitary U2j controlled on a, the Hadamard gate H on a,
and an incrementation of the counter if the value of a is
non-zero, as pictured in Figure 5.

For any j, assume that the counter is in the all zero
state and a is also |0〉. From our previous observation,
this means that the counter has not been increased yet.
Write |ψj〉 and

∣∣ψ′j〉 respectively for the overall states
before and after the controlled incrementation.

|ψ0〉 = |0〉⊗pc
1

2

(
(1 + e2iπθ)|0〉+ (1− e2iπθ)|1〉

)
|ψ′0〉 =

1

2
|0〉⊗pc (1 + e2iπθ)|0〉

+
1

2
(1− e2iπθ)|0 . . . 01〉c|1〉

The state |ψ′0〉 contains a ‘non-zero branch’, which car-
ries over throughout the next step of the computation,

so that

|ψ1〉 =
1

2
(1 + e2iπθ)|0〉⊗pc

⊗ 1

2

(
(1 + e4iπθ)|0〉+ (1− e4iπθ)|1〉

)
+ non-zero branch

|ψ′1〉 =
1

4
(1 + e2iπθ)(1 + e4iπθ)|0〉⊗pc |0〉

+ non-zero branch

...

|ψ′t〉 =
1

2t

t−1∏
j=0

(1 + e2πi2jθ)|0〉⊗pc |0〉

+ non-zero branch

Where |ψ′t〉 is the final state |ψ′f〉 of the circuit.

The probability p′0 of obtaining a zero value in the final
state of the counter is p′0 = |α′0| where

α′0 =
1

2t

∏
j

(
1 + e2iπ2jθ

)
= α0

Therefore, p0 = p′0, which means that the probability of
observing the all zero t-bit estimate in the first circuit and
the probability of observing the value 0 in the counter of
the second circuit are exactly the same. By linearity this
observation holds for all input states, implying that we
have come up with a more efficient implementation of
QPE which detects whether the phase is equal to 0 (up
to a t-bit estimate) while using only log(t) qubits. �

Note that this construction is important to the present
work, as the quantum backtracking framework’s use of
QPE requires a O(log(T ))-bit precision, where T is the
size of the search tree considered. When T is exponential
in n, the standard implementation of QPE yields a linear
overhead which does not prevent us from using the hy-
brid approach, but directly weakens the computational
efficiency of hybrid schemes. Bringing down QPE’s over-
head from O(log(T )) to O(log(log(T ))) implies almost no
loss between real and effective quantum computer size for
many problems.
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Appendix C: Quantum backtracking for DPLL-like
algorithms

In this section, we develop a space-efficient imple-
mentation of the quantum backtracking framework [3]
for DPLL-like algorithms. It is an essential element
for the hybrid approach developed throughout this pa-
per: Whenever the classical computation hands of a sub-
problem corresponding to a (restricted) formula F to the
quantum computer, it generates the space-efficient quan-
tum circuit from F as described here.

As DPLL provides no guarantee on the maximal num-
ber of guesses which have to be done to reach a satisfying
assignment, we represent vertices with the full partial as-
signment they correspond to, rather than the branching
choices (guesses) as we do for PPSZ in Appendix E.

1. The quantum backtracking framework

We present the quantum backtracking framework de-
veloped in [3], closely following their exposition.

The search tree underlying a classical k-SAT-solving
backtracking algorithm is formalised as a rooted tree T
of depth n and with T vertices r, 1, . . . , T−1. Each vertex
is labeled by a partial assignment, and a marked vertex
is a vertex labeled by a satisfying assignment. We work
under the promise that the formula given as input is not
trivially satisfied, and therefore the root is promised not
to be marked.

We write `(x) for the distance from the root r to a ver-
tex x, and assume that `(x) can be determined for each
vertex x (even without full knowledge of the structure of
the tree). The examples developed in this paper make
this consideration trivial, as vertices are labeled by list
of variable assignments, with the special symbol ∗ mark-
ing unassigned variables, and therefore the distance from
the root can be calculated from the number of assigned
variables.

We write A (resp. B) for the set of vertices an even
(resp. odd) distance from the root, with r ∈ A. We write
x→ y to mean that y is a child of x in the tree. For each
x, let dx be the degree of x as a vertex in an undirected
graph. So for every vertex x which isn’t the root, we have
dx = |{y | x→ y}|+ 1 and dr = |{y | r → y}|.

We define the quantum walk34 as a set of diffusion
operators Dx on the Hilbert space H spanned by {|r〉} ∪
{|x〉 : x ∈ {1, . . . , T −1}}, where Dx acts on the subspace
Hx spanned by {|x〉} ∪ {|y〉 : x → y}. We take |r〉 to be
its initial state.

Such diffusion operators Dx are defined as the identity
if x is marked, and as follows otherwise:

34 Note that this notion of quantum walk does not involve a sepa-
rate “coin” space.

• for x 6= r, Dx = I − 2|ψx〉〈ψx|, where

|ψx〉 =
1√
dx

(
|x〉+

∑
y,x→y

|y〉

)
.

• Dr = I − 2|ψr〉〈ψr|, where

|ψr〉 =
1√

1 + drn

(
|r〉+

√
n
∑
y,r→y

|y〉

)
.

Note that when x is an unmarked leaf (in the context of
k-SAT, a vertex which corresponds to a contradiction),
it has no neighbors and therefore the reflectors are about
the state itself.

We define two Szegedy-style walk operators as follows:

RA =
⊕
x∈A

Dx and RB = |r〉〈r|+
⊕
x∈B

Dx.

Assume you have access to RA and RB , and consider
the following algorithm.

Detecting a marked vertex
Input: Operators RA, RB , a failure probability
δ, upper bounds on the depth n and the number of
vertices T . Let β, γ > 0 constants given in Ashely’s
paper.

(a) Repeat the following subroutine K =
dγ log(1/δ)e times:

i. Apply phase estimation to the operator
RBRA with precision β/

√
Tn, on the ini-

tial state |r〉.
ii. If the eigenvalue is 1, accept; otherwise,

reject.

(b) If the number of acceptances is at least 3K/8,
return “marked vertex exists”; otherwise, re-
turn “no marked vertex”.

In essence, this algorithm detects whether the tree T
has a marked vertex using O(

√
Tn log(1/δ)) queries to

RA, RB . Detection is enough: to find a satisfying as-
signment, it suffices to traverse the tree and ask which
subtree leads to a satisfying assignment at each branch-
ing. The remainder of this appendix is dedicated to a
space-efficient implementation of quantum backtracking
for DPLL-like algorithms.

2. Encoding sets of variables

We first describe how partial assignments are encoded,
and define subroutines which allow us to manipulate as-
signments. As partial assignment for a set Vars of vari-
ables can be seen as a function Vars→ {0, 1, ?}, a vertex
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x can be uniquely labeled in this n-trit system, and can
hence be stored in a quantum state |~x〉 of log2(3)n qubits.

Whether a given variable xi is in a clause Cj can be
easily checked using a Toffoli gate and Pauli-X gates to
determine whether a given index i is in the clause or
not. Such unitaries form a family of unitaries Checkj,i :
|~x〉|0〉|0〉 7→ |~x〉|b〉|s〉, where b = 1 if the variable xi ap-
pears in Cj as a positive literal xi (s = 0) or negative
literal x̄i (s = 1). (Since we have the restricted formula
available whenever the classical algorithm constructs a
quantum circuit, we could also hard code the wires ac-
cording to the clauses, but to ease drawing of the circuits,
we use the Check unitary instead.)

Moreover, one can check whether a variable in a partial
assignment has been set (i.e. whether its value is different
from ∗) using a controlled unitary. Such unitaries form
a family of unitaries Assignedj,i : |~x〉|0〉 7→ |~x〉|b〉, where
b = 1 if the variable xi has an assigned value in the clause
Cj . Using controlled unitaries, one can query the index
and the sign of a variable within a clause.

To realize the search predicate P (~~x) which deter-
mines solutions, we define the unitary Vleaf which checks
whether ~x is a leaf of the search tree. This is an uni-
tary such that Vleaf|~x〉|0〉 = |~x〉|b〉, where b is a Boolean
value equal to 1 if and only if ~x corresponds to a triv-
ial formula (whenever P (~x) should be either 0 or 1).
Similarly, we make use of the unitary Vmarked such that
Vmarked|~x〉|0〉 = |~x〉|b〉, where b is a Boolean value equal
to 1 if and only if x is a satisfying assignment. Those
unitaries are simply implemented by formula evaluation,
i.e, by creating a reversible circuit for F|~x. How these
unitaries are actually implemented depends on the algo-
rithm, and we provide the examples for PPSZ and DPLL
shortly.

3. Implementing the walk operator

We describe step by step an implementation of the
walk operator W = RBRA, for DPLL-like backtrack-
ing algorithms. Let ~x be a partial assignment of the
formula (i.e. a vertex in our search tree). We pro-
vide a quantum reversible implementation of the routines
ch1(~x), ch2(~x, b) and chNo(~x) specified in Section II A.

In order to implement these routines, we first imple-
ment reversible routines integrating both the reduction
rule and the branching heuristic (see Section II A). The
strategy of these implementations is to check whether the
unit rule or the pure literal rule can be applied to one of
the unassigned variables in assignment ~x according to a
fixed (static) variable ordering. In other words, the first
unassigned variable x for which there a clause C ∈ F|~x
that is unit, i.e., C = {x} or C = {x̄}, is forced ac-
cordingly. The same is done for the pure literal rule. We
provide implementations of the unit rule in Appendix C 4
and of the pure literal rule in Appendix C 5.

We implement ch1(~x), ch2(~x, b) and chNo(~x) as uni-
taries V1 and V2 which respectively compute the first

child ~x1 (assuming ~x is a non-leaf), and the second child
~x2, assuming ~x is not forced (guessed) and non-leaf.
In other words, in the 2 children case, Vi implements
x → ch2(~x, i). An additional V0 computes the identity
function for node |~x〉, i.e., x = x0 in the following speci-
fication.

Vi : |~x〉
∣∣∣~0〉 7→ |~x〉|~xi〉

We implement an unitary VA(c) which, given a non-
leaf vertex ~x outputs the superposition of the vertex ~x
and its child(ren). Its specification is:

VA(c) : |~x〉
∣∣∣~0〉|0〉 H7−→ 1√

c

∑
0≤i≤c

|~x〉
∣∣∣~0〉|i〉

ctrl-Vi7−−−−→ 1√
c
|~x〉

∑
0≤i≤c

|~xi〉|i〉

VC(c)7−−−−→ 1√
c
|~x〉

∑
0≤i≤c

|~xi〉|0〉

where c is the number of children of ~x.
In other words, we apply each ctrl-Vi controlled over

a qutrit (the ‘index register’) which determines which Vi
to apply, with i = 0 being the operation which copies the
parent vertex. The result is an entangled state between
the index register and specification of the children, rather
than a superposition over children. The operation VC(c)
disentangles the state, using the fact that we can prepare,
and hence, unprepare the i-th child. For each child index
i, we erase the index register as follows; we uncompute
the i-th child by inverting Vi. Now, in the child register,
in the branch with the i-th child we have the “all-zero”
state. Since all children differ, this is the only branch
with the all-zero state. Then, conditioned on the child-
specifying register being in the all-zero state, we subtract
i, from the child-index register. Finally, we recompute
the i-th child, which restores the children specifications
in all branches. This erases the which-child information
for each child, leaving the index register in the |0〉 state
for all children.

Now, the operator RA can be implemented as

UA (Id− |0〉〈0|)U†A, where UA =
⊕

~x∈A U
~x
A is the uni-

tary which computes the state |ϕx〉, i.e.

UA|~x〉|0〉 = |~x〉|ϕ~x〉

Recall that the implementation of the diffusion oper-
ators depends on the parity of their distance from the
root. We implement each Dx for x ∈ A as an unitary
U~xA by checking whether x has zero, one or two children.
This is done by checking the number c of children, and
controlled on the result bit of this operation, applying (or
not) the corresponding operation VA(c) which generates
the superposition over the child(ren) and original vertex.

The operator RB is implemented in a similar fashion
to RA, assuming that we have access to an unitary Vroot

which checks whether ~x = r. Observing that the root
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r is associated to the all-undetermined satisfying assign-
ment, i.e. where r = ∗n. Such an unitary can easily
be implemented with a counter to n and incrementation
controlled on each variable being equal to ∗.

In the generic quantum backtracking algorithm, a
depth counter is maintained to determine the parity of
the depth at which the vertex ~x is. We forgo of such a reg-
ister by observing that each variable assignment takes us
one level deeper into the tree, and therefore the depth at
which ~x is at is given is defined by the number of variables
which have already been assigned a value. Therefore, to
check the parity of the depth, it suffices to count every
time xi 6= ∗.

Cost analysis of the implementation

The following theorem shows that our implementation
of the walk operator, as part of a space-efficient imple-
mentation of quantum backtracking, uses only a near-
linear amount of qubits. Note that the routine imple-
mented in this section have a polynomial time complex-
ity.

Theorem C.1 There is a polynomial-time implementa-
tion of the walk operator of the quantum backtracking
framework for DPLL-like algorithms which uses at most
4n+ w qubits, with w ∈ O(log(n)).

Proof: Having access to the unitary RA and RB , we im-
plement the walk operator RBRA with an ancilla qubit
which checks whether the vertex ~x that we are consid-
ering is odd or even. Defining Space(U) to be the space
(in terms of qubits) required by our implementation of
an unitary U , we obtain that

Space(RBRA) ≤ max(Space(RA),Space(RB)) + 1.

The operators RA and RB have very similar implemen-
tations, and under our implementation:

Space(RA) ≤ Space(UA) + 1

≤ dlog2(3)e · n+ Space(VA)

+ Space(VC) +O(1)

where dlog2(3)e · n corresponds to the space required to
store a vertex, the implementation of VA and VC re-
quires dlog2(3)e · n + O(log(n)) additional ancillas (see
Section C 4), adding up to an overall 4n+O(log(n)) space
complexity for RA (d2 log2(3)e = 4). �

4. Implementing the unit clause rule

In order to determine the next vertices in the search
tree according to the unit rule, one needs to determine
whether there exists an unit clause (i.e. a clause C = {l}
with only one literal l), given a partial assignment of the
formula that we are considering. Whenever a unit clause

is found, no branching occurs and the literal is simply set
to true.

In order to implement this process, we need two oper-
ations:

• An operation V
(i)
unit which checks whether the i-th

clause is an unit clause.

• An operation Vnext which outputs the next partial
assignment.

For each clause Ci, we implement the unitary

V
(i)
unit : |~x〉|0〉1|0〉2 7→ |~x〉|j〉1|s〉2

which checks whether the i-th clause Ci is an unit clause
under the partial assignment ~x. It does so by checking
whether the clause Ci is still ‘alive’ and satisfiable un-
der the partial assignment ~x, and then checking whether
it is an unit clause, to finally output whether it is an
unit clause (j 6= 0), and if yes, the index j and polarity
s of its unique variable. Consider the unitary Ci which
determines whether Ci is non-trivial and satisfiable for
~x (through formula evaluation) . Consider the unitary
IsUniti which checks whether k−1 variables of the clause
Ci have been assigned a value: it is implemented with a
counter from 0 till k, with an incrementation controlled
on variables having a value different from ∗; and it out-
puts an index j and a sign s if Ci is an unit rule, 0 oth-

erwise. Then the operation V
(i)
unit which checks whether

the i-th clause Ci is an unit clause (and if yes output the
index and sign of its variable) is implemented in Figure 7.

In order to apply the unit rule, we apply V
(i)
unit to each

clause Ci in the formula studied, and stop whenever we

find an unit clause (i.e. whenever V
(i)
unit outputs |~x〉|j〉|1〉),

see Figure 6 for the implementation of the unitary

Vunit : |~x〉|0〉3|0〉4 7→ |~x〉|j〉3|s〉4

Note that, to go through all the L clauses of a for-
mula, we need a clause counter which is implemented
using dlog(L)e ∈ O(log(n)) ancilla bits, since a k-SAT
formula has at most

(
2n
k

)
∈ O(nk) clauses.

If a unit clause is found, its variable is assigned a value.
If no unit clause was found, we branch over the current
variable, and the unitaries V1 and V2 can easily be ob-
tained from an unitary Vnext : |~x〉|0〉|j〉|b〉 7→ |~x〉|~x′〉|j〉|b〉
where ~x′ is defined as the partial assignement ~x with xj
set to b. Such an unitary is implemented by copying ~x
to the output register, then checking for the j-th index,
assigning the value b to the one whose index is j.

If the unit rule is not applied, we obtain V1 (resp.
V2) by applying Vnext with |b〉 = |0〉 (resp. |b〉 =
1), so that given |~x〉|0〉|j〉|0〉, V1 (resp. V2) outputs
|~x〉|~x[xj = 0]〉|j〉|0〉 (resp. |~x〉|~x[xj = 1]〉|j〉|1〉).

If the unit rule is applied, the current vertex only has
one child, given by V1 which is obtained by applying Vnext

with |b〉 = |0〉 if the formula contains the {xj}, and |b〉 =
|1〉 if the formula contains the {xj}.
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U
|~x〉 /n

V
(1)
unit

· · ·

V Lunit
U†

|0〉1 • · · · • •
|0〉2 · · · •

|0〉 inc · · · inc

|0〉3
|0〉4

FIG. 6. Vunit checks whether there is an unit clause

|0〉1
IsUniti|0〉2

|~x〉 /n

Ci C†i|0〉 •

FIG. 7. V
(i)
unit checks whether Ci is an unit clause

|0〉4
Checkj,i

•
|0〉3 • •
|~x〉 /n

Cj C†j|0〉 •

|c+〉 inc

|c−〉 inc

FIG. 8. V
(j,i)
pure checks whether the variable xj appears in Ci

and if yes, increases the counter corresponding to its polarity

5. Implementing the pure literal rule

The pure literal rule eliminates variables xi which only
appear as the literal xi or only appear as the literal xi. In
which case, the variable is set to the value which makes
the literal true, eliminating all the clauses which contains
it in the process.

Classically, it is a convenient way to reduce the num-
ber of clauses manipulated by the backtracking algorithm
considered. However, the quantum backtracking imple-
mentation that we present in this paper is not concerned
with formula rewriting.

We implement an unitary

Vpure : |~x〉|0〉1|0〉2 7→ |~x〉|j〉1|s〉2
which checks whether there is a pure literal, and if yes,
outputs want the index j of its variable and its polarity
s. For completeness, (j, s) = (0, 0) if no pure literal is
found.

The implementation of the unitary Vpure is quite sim-
ilar to the implementation of the unit rule. For each
variable xj , we only check whether it is a pure literal if
no pure literal was found beforehand. In order to check
whether a given variable xj is part of a pure literal, we
implement an unitary

V (i)
pure : |~x〉|0〉1|0〉2 7→ |~x〉|j〉1|s〉2

which implements the following steps:

1. count the number of ‘alive’ clauses in which liter-
als xi and x̄i respectively appear with two clause
counters, by applying for each clause Ci the circuit

V
(j,i)
pure described in Figure 8 and uncomputing the

ancillas in register 3 and 4;

2. use a Toffoli gate to determine whether only one of
the counters is equal to 0, and if yes, we copy the
index and sign of xi in the output registers.

Then, the unitary Vpure simply applies V
(i)
pure for each vari-

able xi, provided that no pure literal rule was found so
far (this information is tracked with an ancilla variable
counter of size dlog(n)e); and then uncompute the ancil-
las by applying the inverse of the circuit so far (as we did
for the unit rule, see Figure 6).

This procedure is implemented using O(log(n)) ancil-
las. As in the implementation of the unit rule (see Ap-
pendix C 4), we use Vnext to compute the next partial
assignment. Note that, we can implement in the same
way a reduction rule which first applies the unit rule,
and then applies the pure litteral rule if no unit clause is
found.

6. Quantum tree size estimation

One drawback of Montanaro’s quantum backtracking
is that the runtime depends on the estimate of the size of
the search tree (which is a parameter of the algorithm),
and not on the size of the subtree that the classical back-
tracking algorithm explores.

The efficiency of a classical backtracking algorithm re-
lies on its ability to explore the most promising branches
first, which means than in practice, the algorithm may
find a marked vertex after exploring T ′ vertices, where
T ′ � T . Using a quantum tree size estimation subrou-
tine to estimate the size of the subtree explored by the
classical backtracking algorithm, there is an improvement
on the original quantum backtracking algorithms which
covers this T ′ � T case [20].

Theorem C.2 Consider a classical backtracking algo-
rithm A which generates a search tree T . There is a
quantum algorithm which outputs 1 with high probability
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if T contains a marked vertex and 0 if it doesn’t, with
query complexity O(n

3
2

√
T ′) where T ′ is the number of

vertices actually explored by A.

The overall algorithm generates subtrees which contain
the first 2i vertices explored by the classical backtracking
algorithm, increasing i until a marked vertex is found, or
the whole search tree is considered. It is on each subtree
containing the first 2i vertices that we run the quantum
backtracking algorithm.

Note that quantum backtracking with tree size estima-
tion is only considered when T ′ � T . Because this algo-
rithm is less performant than the original when T ′ is close
to T , one can just switch to Montanaro’s algorithm when-
ever the complexity of the generation of the path exceeds
the complexity of the original quantum backtracking.

The main component of this variant of Montanaro’s
quantum backtracking are quantum backtracking itself
and a quantum tree size estimation algorithm (Algo-
rithm 1 in [20]), which both run QPE as a subroutine
to detect whether the phase of a given unitary is equal to
0 (and therefore we can still apply the logarithmic space
construction of Appendix B 2). Therefore it is sufficient
to prove that quantum backtracking can be implemented
efficiently in order to benefit from the speedup provided
by Theorem C.2 in the hybrid framework.

Appendix D: Eppstein’s algorithm for the cubic
Hamiltonian cycle problem

In [1], a hybrid divide-and-conquer algorithm for the
Eppstein’s algorithm for the cubic Hamiltonian cycle
problem was provided based on Grover’s search methods.
In the algorithm presented in [1], the quadratic improve-
ment was achieved over the possible number of branching
choices (n/2) whereas the size of the overall search tree
is upper bounded by O(2n/3) (see [1, Appendix A] for
detailed explanations35), where n represents the number
of edges in the graph. Consequently, Grover’s approach
yields a polynomial improvement in (it has a O∗(2n/4)
time complexity), which is not a near-quadratic speed-up
over classical O∗(2n/3) time implementations of Eppstein
algorithm (such quantum algorithm has an O∗(2n/6) time
complexity). This issue has been, outside of context of
hybrid methods clarified and resolved in [22] using quan-
tum backtracking.

In this section, we succinctly show how the quantum
backtracking method for this problem can be applied in
our hybrid context, achieving a near-quadratic speed up
in the sub-tree, without any relevant loss off space effi-
ciency (which translates to cut-points, and hence overall

35 This n/2 bound on the number of branching choices follows from
the fact that the backtracking algorithm presented in [1] gen-
erates full binary trees of depth at most s/2 (see [1, Proposi-
tion 10]), where s is the effective problem size which is such that
s ≤ n.

efficiency of the hybrid method) caused by relying on
backtracking rather than Grover’s search.

We first provide the following background for the ben-
efit of the reader. The forced cubic Hamiltonian cycle
problem (FCHC) is a NP-complete problem which asks
whether a cubic graph G = (V,E) (i.e., with degree 3)
has a Hamiltonian cycle which contains at least all the
edges in a given subset F ⊆ E.

Given a FCHC instance (G,F ) as input, there is a
classical divide-and-conquer algorithm E which solves the
FCHC problem in time O∗(2n/3) (a bound which consti-
tutes an upper bound on the tree size) by selecting an
unforced edge e and branching over the two subinstances
(G,F ∪ {e}) and (G \ {e}, F ) (see Algorithm 2 in [1]).
On a high-level E is a backtracking algorithm which, on
a given instance, does the following:

1. apply several reductions (in order to simplify the
problem)

2. check whether one of the terminal conditions of the
problem has been fulfilled (i.e. checks whether we
can directly answer true or false)

3. choose the next edge to branch upon.

In the context of the present paper, we see E as an al-
gorithm which explores binary search trees, whose root
is labelled by the instance given as input, and each node
(labelled by (G,F )) is either a leaf, or has two children
(labelled by (G,F ∪ {e}) and (G \ {e}, F )).

Now, for an implementation of quantum backtracking
for algorithm E in the context of the hybrid approach, it
is sufficient to implement space efficiently routines which
checks whether the instance at any given node is a leaf
(a routine denoted Vleaf), and otherwise what its chil-
dren are (VA), as explained in Appendix C 3. Also see
Appendix C.

In [1, Section V.C], reversible subroutines are intro-
duced to re-construct the instance (labelling a node) from
~v (usingO(s log(n/s)+s+log(n)) ancillas andO(poly(n))
gates [1, Corollary 2]), and test whether it satisfies a ter-
minal condition (using O(log(n)) ancillas and O(poly(n))
gates [1, Corollary 3]), where s is the effective problem
sized defined by s = n− |F | − |C(G,F )| and C(G,F ) is
the set of 4-cycles which are disconnected from F .

Now, we take those subroutines as an implementation
Vleaf, the routine of quantum backtracking which checks
whether the current node is a leaf. The algorithm E
always branches over two choices (adding or removing an
edge). In the implementation of quantum backtracking
for E , one can construct an unitary VA which given the
label ~v = v1 . . . vi of the current node, determines the
label of its children ~w and ~w′, which are respectively
v1 . . . vi0 and v1 . . . vi1 (see Appendix C 3).
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Appendix E: Reversible Simulation of SIA

This appendix explains how to implement SIA re-
versibly for formulas of bounded-index width w defined
on n variables, in polynomial time and in a space-efficient
way (as a function of w and n). Section IV B explained
why these bounds are important and introduced the spec-
ification.

First, let us justify such an implementation, in the con-
text of the present work. Our implementation of quan-
tum backtracking for dncPPSZ captures the behavior of
the search predicate and the reduction rule based on
s-implication. (A single call to the PPSZ tree search
uses a fixed variable order, so the search heuristic will
not be an issue.) As discussed in Section II D 1, to
achieve that, we merely to implement reversible circuits
for ch1, ch2, chNo, which respectively compute a single
(forced) child, the guessed children and the number of
children (forced, guess or leaf).

We simplify our implementation, with nodes having ei-
ther 0 or 2 children, thus compressing all simple paths in
the search tree and simplifying the implementation. In
practice, this means that the circuit we design will have
to eagerly apply s-implication until the next guessed vari-
able (2 children) or until either a refutation is found or
the formula becomes satisfied (0 children). If the maxi-
mum number of guess is reached, there are also 0 children.

Recall from Section II A, the duality between search
tree nodes and (restricted) formulas or partial assign-
ments. For space efficiency, as discussed in Section IV B,
we will not manipulate the formula F , but instead work
on partial assignment for designating search tree nodes
(we can however create the circuit from F ). Now recall
from Section II D 1, that the maximum branching num-
ber (Definition II.2) can be used to further reduce the
labels by only recording the branch taken. The down-
side of this approach is of course that for a given node
label, our reversible circuit needs to reconstruct the path
through the search tree, as we illustrate shortly with an
example.

For every (ordered) formula F of of bounded-index
width (biw) on n variables, we will create a unitary which
takes as input an advice string ~a of length a = |~a|. This
advice string represents the node in the search tree. This
could for example be a node 111 ∗ ∗, i.e., the first three
guessed variables have all been set to 1. In order to
compute the children, we first need to reconstruct the
partial assignment corresponding to this advice. Algo-
rithm 3 provides the specification of SIA. It reconstructs
the partial assignment on variables x1, ..., xn by testing
s-implication in order. If forced (s-implied) the variable
is assigned, restricting the formula further for the next
iteration (we do not need to compute this restriction in
the circuit, but instead can build the circuit using the for-
mula). If the advice runs out (p = |~a|), it is clear that the
next branch will has to be guessed. For example, in the
above example there will be two child nodes 1110∗ and
1111∗ (this is what the Grover or quantum backtracking

meta-algorithm takes care of).
We omit the limit case when the size of the advice is

exceeded, i.e, larger than γkn (see Section IV B), because
this can be easily implemented statically (in the natural
representation). We also do not detail how the quantum
walk operator is implemented using a reversible circuit
implementing the SIA specification, as it has been ex-
tensively covered in Appendix C, in particular for the
construction of the labels of child nodes, given their par-
ent.

Algorithm 3 SIA specification: Indices start at 1.

SIAF (~a)
p := 1 . advice pointer

for i in 1 .. n
if Fx1,..,xi−1 |= 0 ∨ 0 |= Fx1,..,xi−1

return 1 . 0 children

if Fx1,..,xi−1 |=s xi ∨ Fx1,..,xi−1 |=s x̄i
xi := Fx1,..,xi−1 |=s xi

else if p = |~a| . out of guesses

return 0 . 2 children

else

xi := ~a[p]
p := p + 1

We realize the desired reversible s-implication-with-
advice (SIA) for a w-biw formula F using Bennett’s ap-
proach and obtain Theorem E.1. We define d as the de-
gree of F , i.e. the maximum number of clauses in which
a variable can appear. The following is proof of this the-
orem.

Theorem E.1 There is a reversible circuit that com-
putes s-SIA for a w-biw formula F with n variables us-

ing O(3log(n/w) · w · ds · ll(n)) ≈ O(n
1.585

w.585 · d
s · ll(n)) time

and w · log(n/w) + O(polylog(n)) space (wires), where
ll(n) = log log(n).

Note that the factor ds is not critical, as d ∈ poly(n)
for reasons explained in Appendix F.

In what follows, indices start from 1, ranges are ma-
nipulated algebraically, e.g, 3 + [1..x] = [4..x + 3], and
circuit depth is time. The degree d of F is unrestricted.

We split the SIA computation in blocks of size w = ζn.
There are l = n/w blocks (assuming w divides n): Each
block assigns w variables of the function F according to
the specification of s-implication-with-advice (s-SIA) and
increments a pointer ~p to the next unused advice index.
For block 1 ≤ i ≤ l, the type of the function computing
it is:

o1, ..., ow, ~p, r,~ab := SIABi(i1, ..., iw, ~p, r,~ab)

The variable r is a single bit result, which we also pro-
vide as input to SIAB (just like ~p), in order to make the
function recursively composable. SIABi computes the val-
ues (outputs ~o) for variables of F indexed i · w + [1..w],
based on the inputs (i − 1) · w + [1..w], unless input
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r (a flag) is set, in which case it is the identity func-
tion. Moreover, if SIABi encounters a contradiction or
runs out of advice, it sets r. The additional ancillas
it requires are provided as ~ab. Since the advice that
SIAB uses is read-only, so we omit it out from the pa-
rameters. We denote the size of inputs / outputs as

S = |~i|+ |~p|+ |r| = |~o|+ |~p|+ |r| = w + log(n) + 1.
Note that SIAB1 computes the initialization of the pro-

cedure for ~p = r = 0, no matter ~i.
The composition SIAC = SIABl ◦ ... ◦ SIAB1 now com-

putes the value we are interested in. Note that for a
given advice, this clearly is a deterministic computation
(SIABi is a function). The computation is however not
reversible, since the function is not a bijection.

Claim E.2 SIA can be implemented/used reversibly at
low cost, SAIC not (so easily).

A reversible version of SIAB would have S logical input
wires, which are both physical input and (unmodified)
output wires. It also has S logical output wires, again
physically as both input and outputs, onto which the re-
sult of the computation is xored. Additionally, it requires
ancillas ~ab to reversibly implement the computation, also
as physical in and outputs. The ancillas are assumed to
be zero and are restored to their initial value. Instead
of drawing these circuits, we will use the following no-
tation for the reversible variant, using separate (primed)
variables to indicate that the logical outputs are distinct
from the logical outputs:

o1, ..., ow, ~p
′, r′ ⊕= SIABi(i1, ..., iw, ~p, r,~ab)

Note that a reversible function is a bijection and the
function we implement is not as it takes an old w-sized
block, and outputs a new one in a non-bijective way.
However, a non-bijective function f can be made bijective
simply by doubling the register, carrying the input over:

fR : |x〉|0〉 → |x〉|0⊕ f(x)〉

In this construction, although f is not bijective, the
entire function fR is. This reversible function acts on
2w bits, taking in the original input and fresh ancil-
las, and outputs 2w bits. In other words: f becomes
fR : x, y− > x, y ⊕ f(x) where ⊕ is the bitwise addition
modulo 2.

Lemma E.3 SIABi can be implemented reversibly in
Tb = O(w · ds · ll(n)) time with Sb = w +O(log(n)) = S
input / output wires and |~ab| = O(polylog(n)) ancillas,
where “reversibly” means that, the ancillas ~ab are always
restored to their value prior to the SIAB call and the out-
put can be uncomputed by calling SIAB again (SIAB is
its own inverse).

Proof: We implement SIABi reversibly by xoring the
result into separate (logical) output wires as explained

above. In time ds, we iterate over all s-sized subformu-
lae, using counters of ab = log(n) additional ancillas, thus
taking ll(n) = log(log(n)) time to update. Because we
have all 2w variables on logical input and output wires,
uncomputing ancillas is easy. We detail the implementa-
tion of SIABi Appendix F provides all details. �

Remark E.4 To make SIAC reversible similarly, we
need to copy SIAB input/outputs l times plus the
(reusable) ancillas for SAIB, thus requiring |ar| = l ·S+
|ab| ancillas.

We turn our attention to making SIAC reversible with
fewer wires Sr = S + |ar| and reasonable time Tr . For
a given advice, view this function composition as a line
graph. The intermediary nodes in the graph represent
the intermediary states of only inputs/outputs, i.e., S
bits, and the graph has l such nodes. Note that ancillas
are thus not part of the intermediary states, as they are
restored to their original value (0) and can be reused.

The reversible procedure developped here is based on
games played on rooted directed graphs, called reversible
pebble games, which describe what has to be kept in mem-
ory to allow an efficient uncomputation process. The
rules of such reversible pebble game can be defined as
follows: one can (un)pebbled the root freely, whereas any
other node can only be (un)pebbled if their predecessors
are pebbled; one wins the game if one can put a pebble
on the target node.

A pebbling configuration is a set of pebbled graph
nodes. A pebbling strategy is a sequence of pebbling
configurations, where consecutive pairs of configurations
adhere to the rules of the game. A strategy should also
end with a configuration containing only the last node
of the graph, so that all intermediate results are uncom-
puted (unpebbled) and the computation is reversible by
executing it again (reverting the last node by unpeb-
bling). A trivial strategy lays a pebble on all nodes
sequentially. Such a strategy is easy to uncompute by
reversing the order, as all nodes have their predecessors
pebbled. This is equivalent to copying the wires l times as
illustrated above, thus will yield |ar| = (l−1) ·S+ |ab| =
O(l(w + log(n))) = O(n + l · log(n)) ancillas for the re-
versible SIA procedure, which is far from our target of
o(n) space.

In general (as we will show), if there exists a strategy
with p pebbles, the computation of SIAC can be simu-
lated reversibly using only Sr = |as| = O(p · S + |ab|)
space. Moreover, if we can explicitly construct a strat-
egy (sequence of configurations) of length e, then the
reversible simulation can be carried out in e · Tb time.
Taking the naive approach with e = l pebbles, we ob-
tain Tr = 2l · Tb, i.e., the same as the irreversible time of
SIAC.

Bennett’s algorithm (which constitutes a concrete peb-
bling strategy) shows that a line graph of length l can be
(reversibly) pebbled with only p = log(l) pebbles. This
follows from a simple inductive argument: to (un)pebble
the last node c on the line graph a..c with a = 1 and
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c = l using p = log(l) pebbles, we can first pebble the
midpoint b = l/2 with p−1 pebbles, then pebble b..c with
p− 1 pebbles, before unpebbling b with p− 1 pebbles, in
each case applying the induction hypothesis. In the base
case, we need p = log(1) = 0 pebbles to compute a single
step in the graph as no intermediate results have to be
stored. From the following it should become clear that
this induction hypothesis can be strengthened to include
the reversibility of the pebbles, i.e., that the ancillas stor-
ing sub-problems results (pebbles) are restored to their
original value.

SIAR (below) computes SIA reversibly using (1) Ben-
nett’s pebbling strategy, (2) the SIABi blocks and (3)
k = log(l) pebbles. SIAR has the same S input and
output wires as SIAC/SIAB, denoted here as M [−1] and
M [k]. The ancillas it uses consist of the k pebbles storing
intermediate results, denoted as array of S-sized memory
cells M [0..k−1], plus ancillas of SIAB. So ar = k ·S+|ab|.
Ancillas ar are reset and SIAR is its own reverse, so M [k]
is restored to zero by calling it again. (This facilitates the
strengthening of the induction hypothesis).

The parameters a and c (derived) indicate the sequence
of SIAB blocks that is computed. Similar to the induc-
tive argument above, the algorithm splits the sequence
a..c by taking its exact midpoint b. The parameters s, t
control which of the pebbles contain the input and out-
put values of the operation, i.e, from M[s] to M[t], while
p stipulates how many pebbles can be used for interme-
diate results (reversibly, i.e., their original values should
be restored). They ensure that the k pebbles are reused
succinctly during the computation, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 9. The third of the three recursive calls takes care of
reversing intermediate results.

Algorithm 4 The pebbling algorithm.

SIAR(1, -1, k, k) . compute blocks 1 .. 2k from
pebble -1 into k using k pebbles

SIAR(a, s, t, p) . compute blocks a .. c with
c = s+ 2p using p pebbles: 0 .. p− 1

if (p = 0)

M[t] ⊕= SIABa(M[s], ab) . compute the
blocks a .. a+ 1 from pebble s into t

else

r := p - 1 . r is the midway pebble
b := a + 2r . b is midway between blocks a .. c
SIAR(a, s, r, p-1) . compute blocks a .. b

using pebbles p-2 .. 0
SIAR(b, r, t, p-1) . compute blocks b .. c

using pebbles p-2 .. 0
SIAR(a, s, r, p-1) . uncompute blocks a ..

b using pebbles p-2 .. 0

Lemma E.5 SIAR reversibly computes the same values
as SIAC (ignoring ancillaries).

Lemma E.6 SIAR uses Tr = 3k · Tb time and Sr =
k · S + |~ab| = |~ar| space.

Proof: The SIAR procedure provides a (uniform, poly-
time) blueprint for a reversible circuit based on blocks
of reversible SIAB circuits: The S-sized memory cells
M [−1] to M [k] plus the SIAB ancillas ~ab make up all the
wires of the circuit and the leafs of the call tree of SAIC
stipulate how the inputs/outputs of SAIB blocks connect
to the wires, i.e, M[t] ⊕= SIABa(M[s], ab). See Theo-
rem E.7. The depth of the ternary call tree is k, hence
there are O(3k) leafs (= sequentially composed blocks of
SIAB circuits). �

Example E.7 For e.g. k = 3, i.e., l = 8, we get the
SAIR computation shown in Figure 9. The reversible
SAIR circuit based on (reversible) SIA(S) blocks looks as
follows (again, the ancillas of SIAB as should be inter-
preted s inputs and outputs): M[0] ⊕= SIAB1(M[-1],
~ab)
M[1] ⊕= SIAB2(M[0], ~ab)
M[0] ⊕= SIAB1(M[-1], ~ab)
M[0] ⊕= SIAB3(M[1], ~ab)
M[2] ⊕= SIAB4(M[0], ~ab)
M[0] ⊕= SIAB3(M[1], ~ab)
M[0] ⊕= SIAB1(M[-1], ~ab)
M[1] ⊕= SIAB2(M[0], ~ab)
M[0] ⊕= SIAB1(M[-1], ~ab)
M[0] ⊕= SIAB5(M[2], ~ab)
M[1] ⊕= SIAB6(M[0], ~ab)
M[0] ⊕= SIAB5(M[2], ~ab)
M[0] ⊕= SIAB6(M[1], ~ab)
M[3] ⊕= SIAB7(M[0], ~ab)
M[0] ⊕= SIAB6(M[1], ~ab)
M[0] ⊕= SIAB5(M[2], ~ab)
M[1] ⊕= SIAB6(M[0], ~ab)
M[0] ⊕= SIAB5(M[2], ~ab)
M[0] ⊕= SIAB1(M[-1], ~ab)
M[1] ⊕= SIAB2(M[0], ~ab)
M[0] ⊕= SIAB1(M[-1], ~ab)
M[0] ⊕= SIAB3(M[1], ~ab)
M[2] ⊕= SIAB4(M[0], ~ab)
M[0] ⊕= SIAB3(M[1], ~ab)
M[0] ⊕= SIAB1(M[-1], ~ab)
M[1] ⊕= SIAB2(M[0], ~ab)
M[0] ⊕= SIAB1(M[-1], ~ab)

Theorem E.8 There is a reversible circuit that com-
putes SIAC for a w-biw formula F using only Tr =
O(3log(l) · w · ds · ll(n)) time and Sr = log(l) · w +
O(polylog(n)) space (wires).

Proof: By Theorem E.3, SIAB can be reversibly simu-
lated in Tb = O(w · ds · ll(n)) time and w + O(log(n))
input/output wires and O(polylog(n)) ancillas. By The-
orem E.5, SIAR computes SIA. Its resource upper bound
follows from SIAB’s and Theorem E.6. �

Theorem E.1 simplifies this statement.
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FIG. 9. Left: The parameters s, t in the ternary call tree (simplifying unpebble branches). Right: The
parameters a, c in the ternary call tree, merging pebble/unpebble branches.

Appendix F: SIAB

In this note, we implement the circuit SIABi defined in
Appendix E, which realizes a w-sized block of computa-
tion of s-SIA, by computing the values of the variables of
index i · w till (i+ 1) · w given access to the variables of
index (i− 1) · w till i · w.

We recall the definition of s-implications.

Definition F.1 A literal l is s-implied by F (written
F |=s l) if and only if there is a sub-formula G of F
of size at most s (i.e. with at most s clauses) such that
all satisfying assignments of G set l to 1 (written F |= l).

A subformula of a formula F is a formula defined
by a subset of the set of clauses which define F . A s-
subformula is defined to be a subformula of size at most
s.

For any subformula F ′ of a formula of F , the set F ′s
of s-subformulas of F ′ is a subset of the set Fs of s-
subformulas of F .

The following lemma specifies that it is not necessary
to remember a partial assignment in its entirety in order
to determine s-implications. We simplify the presenta-
tion of this result by focusing on positive s-implications
F |=s x, but the same work can be done for negative
s-implications.

Lemma F.2 Consider an n-variables formula F of
bounded index width w, with a fixed ordering of variables
x1, . . . , xn. Consider the formula F ′ obtained by assign-
ing a value to all the variables indexed before xj, and
assume that no contradiction arises. Let us call this par-
tial assignment α. Then the following statements hold:
in order to determine whether F ′ |=s xj, it is sufficient
to know F , and the values assigned by α to the variables
xj−w, . . . , xj−1.

Proof: We work with simplified formulas F ′, that is, we
successively replace each variable by its value in the par-
tial assignment α. Therefore, when the variable xj is the
current variable, there is no clause left whose variables
have an index below j. In this setting, the non-trivial
subformulas of F ′ are necessarily such that they have at
least one variable with an index greater or equal to j.

H
|~x〉1 /w

G G†
|~y〉a0 / inc

|j〉a1

|0〉a2 • •
|0〉a3 •

|c+〉a4 inc

|c−〉a5 inc

FIG. 10. Routine H, used to check satisfying assignments
for a subset of clauses, followed by an incrementation of ~y

Moreover, under the assumption that F is of bounded
index width w, if the variable xj appears in a clause C,
then the indices of the variables of C are between j − w
and j + w, with the restriction that iw(C) = w.

Therefore, if a variable xj′ (with j′ > j) appears in
the same clause of F as the variable xj , then the variable
xj′ can only appear in clauses of F whose variables have
index at least j′ − w > j − w. In other words, all the
clauses needed to determine the value of xj are such that
they do not contain a variable with an index below j−w.
It is therefore sufficient to know the formula F and the
variables xj−w, . . . , xj−1 in order to determine xj , for any
xj . �

The remainder of this appendix is dedicated to the
implementation of each circuit SIABi, which are given
as inputs: a pointer ~p to the next unused advice index
(defined as a counter to t using dlog(t)e bits), a flag ~r
(defined as a counter to w using dlog(w)e bits) which is
raised (by increasing the counter) whenever we encounter
a contradiction or the advice is fully used, and a vector
~i of size w which contains the value of the variables of
indices (i − 1) · w till i · w (the previous block). The
circuit SIABi outputs the values assigned to the current
block, the current value of the pointer ~p and the flag ~r.
In what follows, we detail the implementation of the cir-
cuits SIABi and analyse their space and time complexity,
leading to a proof of the following theorem.

Theorem F.3 The circuit SIABi can be implemented re-
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U
|x〉1 /

H′1

· · ·

H′L
U†

|j〉a1 · · · inc

|0〉a6 • · · · •
|0〉a7 · · · •

|0〉a8 inc · · · inc • •

|0〉a9 •
|0〉a10 •
|0〉a11

N|p〉2 •

|r〉3 inc

FIG. 11. Inner loop Lj of SIABi, checking all s-sized subsets of clauses and fixing the value of the current variable

U
|~x〉1 /

L1

· · ·

Lw
U†

|~p〉2 / · · · •
|0〉a11 · · · •

...|0〉a11 · · · •
|r〉3 · · · •
|0〉o1

...|0〉o1
|0〉o2
|0〉o3

FIG. 12. Circuit for SIABi, running the inner loop for ev-
ery variable in the current w-block, provided that there is no
critical mistake (r > 0)

versibly in O(w + log(n)) space (including O(log(n)) for
ancillas ab), and in time O(w ·ds · ll(n)) for w-biw k-SAT
formulas.

1. Reversible subroutines of SIABi

For each subformula G ∈ Fs, we define an unitary

G : |x〉1|y〉a0|j〉a1|0〉a2|0〉a3 7→ |x〉1|y〉a0|j〉a1|b〉a2|bj〉a3

which takes as input registers which respectively encode a
bitstring ~x = xj−w . . . xj−1 of size w (representing values
assigned to the variables xj−w, . . . , xj−1), a bitstring ~y of
size ks (representing values assigned to the variables of
indices greater or equal to j), and an index j.

Only the register |x〉 is a quantum register. Two ancilla
bits are sufficient to encode the pair of result bits (b, bj).

The construction from each unitary G stems from
Boolean formula evaluation, and encodes the following
reversible procedure: if vj does not appear in G, out-
put (0, 0); else if G is satisfied by the partial assign-
ment specified by ~x on xj−w, . . . , xj−1 and ~y on V ′ =

Var(G) \ {xj−w, . . . , xj−1}, output (1, bj), and else out-
put (0, 0).

Define L to be the number of s subformulas of F , i.e.
L = |Fs|. For each subformula G ∈ Fs, we define an
unitary

H : |x〉1|y〉a0|j〉a1|c+〉a4|c−〉a5

7→ |x〉1|y〉a0|j〉a1

∣∣c′+〉a4

∣∣c′−〉a5

which takes as input registers which respectively encode
vectors ~x and ~y, and an index j defined as in the spec-
ification of G. The unitary H also takes as input two
registers of size dlog(L)e to count up to L. Two ancilla
bits are sufficient for the implementation of H pictured
in Figure 10, which applies G, increase the counter c+
(resp. c−) if G outputs (1, 1) (resp. (1, 0), and then un-
compute the ancilla registers.

For each subformula G ∈ Fs, we implement an unitary

H′ : |x〉1|j〉a1|0〉a6|0〉a7 7→ |x〉1|j〉a1|b
′〉a6

∣∣b′j〉a7

which evaluates G for all its possible partial assignments,
to determine whether the satisfying assignments of G
agree on the value assigned to xj , and if yes (b′ = 1),
outputs that value (b′j).

Our implementation of H′ initialises the ancilla regis-
ters a0, a2, . . . , a5 to 0, and applies H and then incre-
ments ~y (see Figure 10) up until ~y = 1|V

′|. If only one
of the counters stored in register a4 and a5 is equal to
0, we set b′ = 1, and b′j = 1 (resp. b′j = 0) if regis-
ter a4 (resp. a5) is non-zero. Otherwise, we set b′ = 0
and b′j = 0. Finally we uncompute the ancilla registers
used by reversing the unitary operations that we have
just applied.

2. Implementing SIABi

Observe that to check whether a variable xj is s-
implied, it is sufficient to check whether there is one valid
s-sized subformula for which all satisfying assignments
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Algorithm 5 Pseudocode for SIABi

For every index j in i · w . . . (i+ 1) · w
I f ~r i s n u l l

For every s−s i z e d v a l i d subformulas F ′

I f ~c i s n u l l
Apply the rou t in e H′ . checks if F |=s xjorx̄j
I f b′ = 1

I n c r e a s e ~c
(b′′, b′′j )← (b′, b′j)

Uncompute ~c , b′ , b′j
I f xj i s impl i ed (b′′ = 1)
xj ← b′′j

Else I f ~t i s empty (~p = t)
I n c r e a s e ~r

Else
xj ← next(~p)

Uncompute b′′ , b′′j
~o← xi·w, . . . , x(i+1)·w
~pi+1 ← ~p
~ri+1 ← ~r
Uncompute xi·w, . . . , x(i+1)·w, ~p, ~r

agree on xj . The values of the variables of the previous
block [xj−1 . . . xj−w] are fixed and given as input.

Algorithm 5 gives a high level presentation of the im-
plementation of SIABi, with references to the correspond-
ing reversible subroutines. SIAB0 additionally sets the
counters ~p and ~r to 0. The instruction ‘next’ copies the
value of the first unused bit of the advice onto the cur-
rent variable and increases ~p. We write ← for the action
of copying the value of a bit with a XOR gate. The un-
computations of ancillas are implemented by reversing
all the computations done up until the point where the
values of ancillas are back to their initial value (0).

Each circuit SIABi has the following input registers:
quantum register 1 contains the previous w-sized block
~x = [x(i−1)·w . . . xi·w], register 2 contains the pointer ~p
and register 3 contains the flag ~r. We allocate ancilla
registers a0, . . . , a11, and output registers o1, o2, o3 re-
spectively for the next values ~o = [xi·w . . . x(i+1)·w] of the
w-sized block, and the next values the pointer ~pi+1 and
the flag ~ri+1.

The ancilla registers a0, . . . , a7 are the ones primarily
manipulated by the subroutines H and H′, as defined in
Section F 1. Ancilla register a8 stores the counter c of
size O(log(n)) (since the number of clauses is polynomial
in n). Ancilla registers a9 and a10 respectively store the
result bits b′′ and b′′j . Finally, ancilla register a11 is a
buffer of size w in which one stores the values of the
current w-block [xi·w, . . . , x(i+1)·w].

Figure 11 gives the implementation for xj of the inner
loop of SIABi and the subsequent instructions which fix
the value of xj . The unitary N corresponds to the in-
struction ‘next’ in the pseudocode. Figure 12 gives the
implementation of the whole circuit SIABi (note that,
running Lj is conditional on r = 0, and the circuit in-

creases r when it finds an error). To simplify our repre-
sentation, we omit ancilla wires which are only manip-
ulated in the subcomponents of the circuit, but not the
overall circuit.

3. Complexity of the implementation of SIABi

We consider formulas F of bounded index width w, of
degree d. For any variable xj , there are at most d clauses
in which the variable xj appears, and therefore O(ds) sets
of s clauses in F which contain xj with no clause ‘uncon-
nected’ from xj . In other words, all clauses influence the
value that xj can take within such a subset: such clauses
either contain xj , or contain a variable which is part of
a clause which contains xj . Moreover, since s is a con-
stant, an unbounded degree (d ∈ poly(n)) still results in
a number of sets of s clauses which is polynomial in n.

Moreover, a set S of s clauses in a k-SAT formula F
contains at most ks variables, and therefore there are at
most 2ks possible assignments. Since k and s are con-
stants, so is 2ks.

Thus, for k-SAT formulas, the number of iterations of
the loops of this algorithm is in O(w · ds · 2ks), i.e. in
O(w · poly(n)). Every subformula evaluated has a con-
stant number of clauses and therefore their evaluation
can be done in constant time. Various manipulations of
counters of size at most O(log(n)) happen through each
iteration, contributing to a factor of O(ll(n)) to the time
complexity of the algorithm.

Overall, 2w + O(polylog(n)) bits are sufficient for our
implementation, which takes O(w · ds · ll(n)) in time for
w-biw k-SAT formulas.

Appendix G: Lattice SAT is NP-complete

We define Lattice SAT to be the restriction of the 3-
SAT problem to formulas defined on a lattice so that each
clause is associated to a constraint defined on a plaquette
(unit square of the grid), with corners of the plaquettes
labelled by variables.

Formally, an instance of Lattice SAT is a formula de-
fined on n variables, and whose clauses are defined by 2
to 3 corners on the same plaquette (see Figure 13), with
at least one plaquette defined on 3 corners, in such a way
that the overall lattice fits within a square whose size is
of length

√
n.

By construction, there are permutations which are
such that any given instance of Lattice SAT has bounded
index width

√
n ∈ o(n).

First, observe that Lattice SAT is in NP because the
validity of an assignment for the underlying 3-SAT in-
stance can be verified in polynomial time. It remains to
be shown that Lattice SAT is NP-hard.

A polynomial time reduction from 3-SAT to Lattice
SAT can be implemented as follows. Consider a 3-SAT
formula F defined on n variables over L clauses. Consider
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FIG. 13. C = xi∨¬xi+√n∨xi+1 in Lattice SAT (black lines)
and in Planar 3-SAT (red dotted lines)

a lattice F defined as a nL-by-nL 2-dimensional grid. In
what follows, for each clause C, we place variables (which
appear in C) in the lattice F, and we add to the lattice F
a set of plaquettes which is equisatisfiable to the clause
C.

We associate L copies xi,1, . . . , xi,L (one per clause) to
each variable xi. We introduce new constraints to ensure
that all copies have the same truth value, that is

xi,l ∨ x̄i,l+1 and x̄i,l ∨ xi,l+1.

Having L copies of each variable xi allows for a spatial ar-
rangement on the lattice of any two copies xi,l and xi,l+1

in a constrained relationship, by defining one plaquette
in the lattice where they meet. We place such copies on
the diagonal of the lattice F, from the top left corner
to the bottom right one in the order determined by the
order of variables in Vars(F ).

Consider a clause Cl = xi1 ∨ xi2 ∨ xi3 in F (where we
assume without loss of generality that i1, i2 and i3 are
variables indices such that i1 ≤ i2 ≤ i3). Let us define
a set of plaquettes which corresponds to a subformula
which is equisatisfiable to Cl. Observe that each clause Cl
can be decomposed into three clauses C ′l = xi1,l∨xi2,l∨t,
C ′′l = xi2,l ∨ xi3,l ∨ t̄′ and C ′′′l = t̄ ∨ t′ (for some fresh
variables t, t′), so that Cl ≡ C ′l ∧ C ′′l ∧ C ′′′l .

In what follows, we construct a set of constraints which
is equisatisfiable to the clause C ′l . First, fresh variables
y1, . . . , yp, z1, . . . , zq, t are spatially arranged on the lat-
tice F so that: y1, . . . , yp are placed on the same hori-
zontal line as xi1,l in F, with y1 directly at the right of
xi1,l, and each yi+1 is placed directly at the right of yi;
z1, . . . , zq are placed on the same vertical line as xi2,l,
with z1 directly above xi2,l, and each zi+1 is placed di-
rectly above zi; t is placed on the same plaquette as yp
and zq and t, so that t is directly at the right of yp and
directly above zq. Then, we add the following set of the

FIG. 14. Rewriting overlaps

constraints to the plaquettes of lattice F on which those
variables y1, . . . , yp, z1, . . . , zq, t are located:

• ȳi ∨ yi+1, ȳi+1 ∨ yi (for 0 ≤ i ≤ p),

• z̄j ∨ zj+1, z̄j+1 ∨ zj (for 0 ≤ j ≤ q),

• yp ∨ t ∨ y1,

where y0 is xi1,l and z0 is xi2,l, ensuring that the vari-
ables y1, . . . , yp, xi1,l take the same truth value, and the
variables z1, . . . , zq, xi2,l take the same truth value.

We repeat the same process for xi2 and xi3 , adding
fresh variables y′1, . . . , y

′
p, z
′
1, . . . , z

′
q, t
′, with the same con-

straints but this time t̄′ in the constraint where t previ-
ously appeared. We obtain a second set of constraints
which is equisatisfiable to C ′′l .

Now, observe that reiterating the same process a third
time for t and t′, we obtain a third set of constraints
which is equisatisfiable to C ′′′l . Combining the three sets
of constraints, we obtain a set of constraints which is
equisatisfiable to the formula C ′l ∧ C ′′l ∧ C ′′′l , which is
itself equisatisfiable to the clause Cl.

We repeat this process for every clause Cl, obtaining
an instance F of Lattice SAT defined by O((nL)2) con-
straints on a nL-by-nL squared grid. The instance F
is not equisatisfiable to F , as our reduction potentially
generate overlaps, which can be eliminated by repeat-
edly inserting empty rows and lines and applying the
rewriting gadget described in a simplified representation
in Figure 14, with coloured lines corresponding to pla-
quettes defined on two variables (black dots). At most
(nL)2 overlaps exist, and L ∈ O(poly(n)), so that this
reduction can be done in polynomial time.

Theorem G.1 Lattice SAT is NP-complete.
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